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0.1 Abstract

Information filtering on theWorld WideWeb has grown widely since information over-

load has become a serious problem. Recommendation systems, the topic of this thesis,

filter and apply the mass of available information to help users make personalized se-

lections of products and services. However, algorithms of today lack dynamism, user-

focus, and an element of surprise in recommendations. Literature recognizes that user

context contributes to decisions made. Incorporating context in recommender systems

(RSs), can result inbetternovelty andserendipity inRS.�e literaturealso recognizes that

context-aware recommendationsystems (CARS) enablenovelty, dynamismandserendip-

ity. Yet, there still exists the problem of inadequate or limited user contexts in CARS,

thus causing limited representation of user tastes. �is thesis addresses the problem of

inadequate contextual parameters that define a user in CARS.�is thesis’ research inves-

tigated the incorporation of adequate user-contextual parameters in CARS. Systematic

literature review approachwas used to establish the inadequacies inRS evaluationmeth-

ods and to investigate the theory of user-contextual parameters in CARS. Ethnography

and datamining, were themainmethods applied to come upwith an optimal set of user-

contextual parameters which can be incorporated in CARS. Web mining, collaborative

filtering and contextual modeling were applied to create a technique of estimating user

preferences. Computational complexity, user and system-centric evaluation methods

were the main evaluation techniques applied to evaluate the method that estimates user

preferences. �is thesis contributes, a User-centric Evaluation Conceptual(UEC) frame-

work, Social, Cultural, Psychological and Economic (SCuPE) framework. Optimal set

of user-contextual parameters to be incorporated in CARS, and a Holistic User Context-

aware (HUC) recommendation algorithm that applies the SCuPE framework. �e result-

ing algorithm showed improved dynamism, novelty, and serendipity with an average of

84% novelty and 85% serendipity when compared with existing CARS. �e UEC frame-

work developed in this research is a new approach to look at existing evaluation meth-

ods, their shortfalls and possible ways to improve the shortfalls. �e SCuPE framework

brings a better understanding of user contexts and factors that affect users’ change of

preferences. An optimal set of user-contextual parameters solves the problem of using
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any user context in estimating user preferences. Finally, the HUC algorithm provides a

better alternative when compared with the status quo, in implementing context-aware

recommendation algorithms that offer dynamic, novel and serendipitous recommenda-

tions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

�is chapter introduces the current state of knowledge, missing knowledge and similar

work thathasbeendone. It also sets the tonebydefining theproblemstatement, showing

the structure of the thesis and its contributions.

1.1 Background andMotivation

Recommender algorithmshave recently becomeadriver of onlinebusinesses inmanydo-

mains especially e-commerce and social networks and they are now very familiar to the

general public on platforms like YouTube, Google, Facebook, Amazon and Online Reser-

vation platforms [Yan+14], [Che+18], [CD17], [Lu+15], [YM17]. �e amount of content on

the World Wide Web has risen exponentially [Yan+16], [Var15], [Lu+15]. Recommender

algorithms help users get information speedily and conveniently. �is has proved to in-

crease revenue in e-commerce and user satisfaction in other services provided online

[JWK14], [Var15], [Pag+16].

It has come to the attention of researchers in recent years that research needs to be

done in recommender algorithms to study the user data deposited on the web during in-

teraction with web services [Zha13], [BAC17], [NT14]. Understanding a user’s preference

can be fundamental to help that user get satisfying information or services conveniently.

ACM conference on recommender algorithms have existed since 2007, and this proves

the fact that many researchers are working in this area [Var15], [Fat18]. However there

are some challengeswhich include changing of user preferences [Agh18], [HCS18]. Many

1
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Contextual Recommender Systems(CARS) incorporate few contexts whichmany a times

tell a little or no story about users [Sun+16], [Har+17], [Ung+16]. �ere is a lack of ade-

quate novel and serendipitous recommendations [RAL16], [APO18], [Har+17].

Recommender algorithms solve the problemoffinding pertinent information or items

on a system that is offering a service [Sun+16], [KFG15]. Research has demonstrated that

users choose products/itemsbased onusability, cost, consequences of selecting the item,

experience with the product, feelings based on experience and social impact of the item

[Kar13], [Kni+12], [Bao+16], [Yan+14]. �is can be illustrated to a certain extent: for ex-

ample on vehicle online markets. If a user wants to buy/search a car he/she is driven by

certain brand experience, social status, usability of that car, financial consequences af-

ter choosing a car. All these factors demand attention when making recommendations

[Eks+15].

Recommendation methods are heavily affected by the dynamics of user preferences

and lack of interest by users to supply information. Researchers have pointed to this as

anarea for further investigation [Bee17], [IFO15]. What auser likes today is not likely to be

the same tomorrow. �is has been seen with online news providers, retail shops, tourist

bookings sites and online reservation systems. To generate recommendations for users,

recommenders use two main methods to gather user data: explicit and implicit [Bee17],

[PC10]. Explicit methods gather user data from ratings, reviews and votes, whilst im-

plicit methods use server-logs, search and browsing history. �ese methods are worth

investigating, especially these days were online industry always finds ways to be contin-

uously competitive.

Developersmainly test RS based on system-centric factors forgetting themost impor-

tant user-centric factors which are important to the clientele [Lei14], [Lu+12], [Kni+12].

Lack of attention to user-centric factors leads to a loss of sales or a loss of service use.

�us, profit, business and jobs are lost. Ignoring user-centric factors is a deliberatemove

to ignore studying clientele and that result in designing algorithms which does not un-
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derstandusers therebygiving irrelevant recommendations [Kni+12]. �ereareuser-centric

factors such as buying decisions, user experience and user interactions that need to be

evaluated effectively so that researchers produce competent algorithms.

Literature demonstrated that there is a trade off between algorithmic accuracy and

user satisfaction and of late researchers have been mainly focusing on system-centric

factors like algorithm accuracy [Lei14], [Pag+16], [KR12], [Kni+12]. Some work has given

another perspective of shifting focus to user interactions, decision-making processes

and user overall experience, which define the needs of a user [Tin16]. RS must be as-

sessed based on improvement of user experience, interaction and decision making pro-

cesses [KR12]. It is now widely acknowledged [Lei14], [Pag+16], [Kni+12] that it is the

user-centric factors that determine if a recommender algorithm is going to increase user

satisfaction or not. Generating recommendations is not enough since there is need to

evaluate whether or not the needs of the user have been met [Her+04], [KR12]. Helping

and providing good value to users should be the purpose of recommender algorithms.

Hence, user-centric factors deserve to be one of the key foci in recommender algorithms

[KR12], [Eks+15].

Recommender algorithm developers have always been looking to researchers to find

ways to offer novel and serendipitous recommendations since users get used to the same

recommendations. Some researchers have also found out that there are few theoretical

and experimental studies on serendipity [LGS11]. Some work has been done by Saul Var-

gas on novelty and diversity [Var15] however the algorithm was not incorporating user-

context and is highly likely to be affected by the dynamics of user preferences. �erefore

somemethods canbe investigated that look intodeeper aspects of user’s preferencemod-

els and how these can be simulated in computational environments to predict perpetual

dynamic, novel and serendipitous recommendations.
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1.2 Research Problem

Recommender algorithms lose relevancewith time[LH14]. �e evidence being low reten-

tion rates with time, lack of timely adaptive, user-specific, novel and serendipitous rec-

ommendations. �is is also seenas timely inefficiency in recommender systems [JWK14],

[Var15], [Pag+16]. CARS have been implemented to curb this challenge[Ver+12] however

there still exists the problem of inadequate user contexts in CARS bringing about limited

representation of users and their tastes [Ung+16], [Har+17]. �is thesis addresses the

problem of inadequate valuable user-contextual parameters that define a user in CARS.

Failure to investigate this problem results in recommender algorithms recommending

irrelevant items with time to the users [Agh18]. It is therefore imperative to investigate

the problem, then offer a practical solution that can be implemented on different plat-

forms such as e-commerce, real-estate and e-learning for testing purposes. �e solution

will bring a situation whereby users experience dynamic, novel and serendipitous rec-

ommendations on different platforms, thereby creating an environment of continuity in

business.

Research Aim

�e aim of this thesis is to investigate the incorporation of adequate user-contextual pa-

rameters inCARS to offer recommendations that adapts to dynamic user-contexts, guar-

antee novelty and serendipity.

Hypothesis

�e incorporation of a comprehensive set of user-contextual parameters in CARS bring

about an enhanced performance and improves dynamism, novelty and serendipity of al-

gorithms in CARS.

ResearchObjectives

1. Establish the inadequacies in RS evaluation methods and user contexts.

2. Investigate and develop the theory of user-contextual parameters in CARS.
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Table 1.1: Research objectives and corresponding research methods

Research Objectives ResearchMethods

Objective 1: Establish the inadequacies
in RS evaluationmethods and user con-
texts

Systematic Literature Review

Objective 2: Investigate and develop the
theory of user-contextual parameters in
CARS.

Systematic Literature Review

Objective 3: Determine best user-
contextual parameters which can be
incorporated in CARS.

Ethnography

Data mining
Objective 4: Use comprehensive set of
user-contextual parameters to estimate
user preferences and generate recom-
mendations.

Webmining

Action

Objective 5: Evaluate how themethod in
(4) performs with respect to dynamism,
novelty and serendipity.

Quantitative

Computational complexity

3. Determine best user-contextual parameters which can be incorporated in CARS.

4. Use comprehensive set of user-contextual parameters to estimate user preferences

and generate recommendations.

5. Evaluate how the method in (4) performs with respect to dynamism, novelty and

serendipity.

1.3 ResearchMethods

�is section shows the summary of research methods which were applied to fulfill the

objectives, the detail about the researchmethods is covered in chapter 3. Table 1.1 shows

the research objectives and the corresponding research methods.

�e first objective focus was to investigate RS evaluation metrics and methods. �e

intention was to investigate the short falls in present evaluation methods and metrics,

since it made scientific sense to investigate the assessment methods which gave a green

light to the products which were not performing as expected in the market. �e investi-

gation results created a road map to address the problems that were identified specifi-

cally in the design of RS. Systematic literature reviewwas used to fulfill the objective. �e

second objective looked into the theory of user-contextual parameters in CARS, specifi-
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cally the comprehensive parameters which define a user, since this was one of the major

issues that was identified in the first objective. Systematic literature review and quan-

titative meta-analysis were applied to fulfill the objective. Objective 3 main focus was to

identify an optimal set of user-contextual parameters which estimate better user prefer-

ences. Ethnography and datamining, were themain researchmethods applied on objec-

tive 3. Objective 4 focused on using the comprehensive parameters found from objective

2 to predict user preferences andgenerate recommendations. Webmining and action re-

search approaches were applied to fulfill objective 4. �e final objective focused on eval-

uating the outcome of objective 4 to assess if the method presented solve the research

problem. To fulfill objective 5 quantitative and computational complexity were the main

techniques applied.

1.4 Expected Contributions

�is thesis is expected to contribute the following:

1. A framework to establish the inadequacies in RS evaluation methods.

2. A framework that defines a comprehensive set of user-contextual parameters.

3. An identification of a set of optimal user contextual parameters that best estimate

the preferences of the users and hence led to best recommendations.

4. An algorithm to generate recommendations that consider contextual parameters

to improve user preference adaption and user satisfaction.

1.5 Definitions of terms and concepts

User contextual parameters- define the context of a user during the time when he/she

interacts with a recommendation system. Contextual parameters also includes the at-

tributes of the user, such as: age, gender, location, mood, hometown, education back-

ground, time et.c). �ese parameterswhere incorporated in a context-aware recommen-

dation algorithm using the contextual modelling approach, so as to solve the problem of

inadequate user contexts in CARS.
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CARS- represents recommendationsystems(algorithms)which incorporateuser-contexts

eitherbefore, duringoraftergenerating recommendations. Context-AwareRecommender

Systems (CARS) are known to produce highly relevant recommendations by exploiting

context information that takes into account the user’s preferences and situations and to

emphasise the goal of being sensitive to changing user needs. �is research project took

the approach of using CARS so as to solve the research problem.

Evaluation- is the process of testing recommendation algorithms. In this research

project, the HUC algorithmwhich was created was evaluated based on its ability to offer

adaptive/dynamic, novel and serendipitous recommendations.

Holistic User-context- �is is the comprehensive contextual information accessible to

the recommendation algorithm and which defines a user profile/context. �e SCuPE

framework defines the nature of the comprehensiveness of a holistic user-context.

Adaptive recommendations- �ese are recommendations that cope with changing user

contexts, a recommendation algorithm need to cope to the users’ contexts so as to offer

relevant novel recommendations.

1.6 �esis Organization

�e thesis is structured as shown on Figure 1, starting with chapter one which is intro-

duction. Chapter two critiques the state of the art in recommender algorithms, it ex-

plains the current state in relation to user-context incorporation in recommender algo-

rithms and how this affects user satisfaction. Chapter three explains the researchmeth-

ods which were applied to fulfill the research objectives. Chapter four explores the the-

oretical contributions on user-preferences and how recommender algorithms can har-

ness this theory into computational models. Chapter five demonstrate a holistic user

context-aware recommender algorithm. �is chapter undertakes experiments in recom-

mendations. Chapter six explains the contributions, conclusions, comparisons with re-

lated work, benefits, limitations, areas of improvement and future research directions.
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It is also the chapter that concludes the whole thesis and explains the importance of all

the contributions to recommender systems and how these change the world.

Figure 1:�esis Structure



CHAPTER 2
State of the art in Recommendation

Algorithms

�is chapter critiques the current state of the art in recommender algorithms. �e chap-

ter explainswhyweneed to focusmore on anewdesign of recommender algorithms even

though we have thousands of existing recommender algorithms. It exposes the gap and

defends our view of the new approach to design recommender algorithms that meditate

on individual preferences.

Since 2007, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) has been running annual

conferences on recommender algorithms and it is through these conferences that differ-

ent methods of creating and evaluating recommender algorithms has extensively been

discussed and analysed. It is also from these published works and many created algo-

rithms that we got some insights about a paradigm shift that is happening in the design

of a new type of recommender that takes contextual knowledge about a user in order to

predict preferences.

2.1 EvaluationMethods for Recommender Algorithms

�is section explores the shortfalls in RS evaluationmethods. Recommender algorithms

evaluationmethodsare classified in to twomainclasseswhichareuser-centric andsystem-

centric. Lately it has proved necessary to investigate and assess these two methods in

order to pay attention to the details that make an RS effective and acceptable [Kni+12].

Literature proved that there is a strong trade-off between the accuracy of an algorithm

9
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and the satisfaction of the user [Kni+12], [Lei14]. Researchers have not paid much atten-

tion to user-centric evaluationmethods as they did to system-centric approaches [Lei14],

[Cre+12], [KR12], [Kni+12]. It is then persuasive to look into user-centric factors such as

user interactions, decision-making processes and overall experience which define user-

centricity [Tin16].

�emain aim of this section is to explore the literature and to show that existing eval-

uation methods lack the rigour to assess user factors which seem to be the prerequisite

of user satisfaction. �e section therefore formally provides the foundation for further

investigation of techniques that can address current challenges. Terms to search for rel-

evant literature were elicited from the research problem. All types of RS used in many

domains such as: eLearning, news social media and e-commerce were included in the

literature search and all other work without anything to do with evaluation of recom-

mender algorithms were excluded. �e results from the literature search demonstrated

that there are many system-centric methods as compared to user-centric methods. �e

work that focused onuser-centric evaluationmethodsmissed the evaluation of the entire

user-centric factors which are decision making, user experience and user interactions.

�e systematic literature view framework that we used discovered some articles which

dealt with evaluation methods which assessed either one or two of the user-centric fac-

tors not all of them. �e lack of focus on the user-centric factors result in design of infe-

rior RSs, which does not necessarily solve the existing challenges.

When evaluating the efficiency of recommender algorithms, many methods dwell on

predictive accuracy neglecting user satisfaction. From the general discussions in the lit-

erature it is quite clear that there are mainly two classes of evaluation metrics, notably:

system-centric and user-centric evaluation metrics. System-centric metrics are dedi-

cated to the performance of the recommender algorithm whilst user-centric methods

measure user satisfaction [Lei14].
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2.1.1 Classes of EvaluationMethods

Evaluationmethodsare classified into twomajor classesnamelyuser-centric andsystem-

centric as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2:Major Classes of EvaluationMethods

2.1.1.1 System-Centric EvaluationMethods

System-centric evaluation methods mostly refer to an evaluation of a recommender al-

gorithm against a pre-collected dataset of preferences. Usersmostly do not interact with

the system, user moves, explicit or implicit would have been collected beforehand and

stored in an offline dataset for testing [Cre+12], [Her+04], [Lei14]. Researchers have ar-

gued that evaluating recommender algorithmshas long focusedon system-centricmeth-

ods [Her+04], [Kni+12], [KR12]. �ere are three subclasses of system-centric evaluation

namely: Online, Offline and User-study methods as shown in Figure 2. Online evalu-

ation under system-centric evaluation mainly assess the robustness, precision, utility,

coverage and scalability of the RS. Offline evaluation is mainly concerned with the accu-

racy and the performance of the algorithmwhen testedwith an external data set and it is

not necessarily concerned with the performance of the algorithm when users are inter-

acting with it. User-study is the evaluation of how users feel about the performance of
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Table 2.1: Classifying recommendations [SG11]

Recommended Not recommended

Selected/Clicked True-Positive (tp) False-Negative (fn)
Not selected/clicked False-Positive (fp) True-Negative (tn)

the RS. From our investigation we found that online and user-study evaluationmethods

has some elements of user-centricmethods but they lack some fundamental elements or

features which we explained below. All these threemethods apply differently themetrics

below.

Prediction Accuracy

�is evaluationmethod focuses on how the algorithmmissed the actual rating that it was

predicting. �is is by far the most common evaluation method. Under prediction accu-

racy Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are the popu-

lar methods used to evaluate the accuracy of algorithms [Mub13]. �ere is also ranking

prediction precisionwhich looks at howmany recommendations were selected in binary

ratings, that is, either the item was selected (1) or not (0) [Mub13]. Ranking prediction

accuracy can be calculated using two techniques: precision and recall using the items in

Table 2.1.

True-Positive (tp): refers to the recommended items which were selected/clicked by the

user.

False-Positive (fp): refers to the recommended itemswhichwere not selected/clicked by the

user.

False-Negative (fn): Refers to non-recommended items which were selected/clicked by the

user.

True-Negative (tn): refers to non-recommended items which were not selected/clicked by

the user.

Precisionmeasures the number of items in the recommended list selected as compared

to the total number of items in the recommended list, it is also referred to as the hit rate.

Precision =
tp

(tp+ fp)
(2.1)
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Recallmeasures howmany itemswhere selected by the user in relation to the total num-

ber of items available in the system (Vignesh and Kant, 2012).

Recall(TruePositiveRate) =
tp

(tp+ fn)
(2.2)

Precision and recall are inversely related and different user tasks require different trade-

offs between them. [Eks+11]

Coverage

�etermcoverage embraces properties such as itemspace coverage anduser space cover-

age. Item space is the ratio of items that the RS can pick for recommendations, whereas

user space coverage is the ratio of users for which the RS can recommend items [SG11],

[Lei14], [KM09], [KJN11].

Utility

Utility is a degree of use of theRS by users, so RSs can be compared onhow they are being

used by users. If the utility A exceeds the utility for B, then A is better than B [SMG09],

[SG11]. It is mainly the value that is gained by the RS from each recommendation [SG11].

Robustness

�is is the performance of the algorithm when given fake data [SG11]. �erefore during

evaluation the systemcan be bombardedwith fake data and check its response. Resistant

algorithms are considered superior.

Scalability

On thismetricwewill be testing theperformance of theRSby increasingnumber of users

and the size of the data set. Many RS are seriously affected with this change and most

of the times the algorithm need to sit on a powerful server with relevant computational

power [SG11].
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2.1.1.2 User-Centric EvaluationMethods

Refers to users interacting with a running recommender algorithm (what we call online

evaluation) and receiving recommendations. Measurements are collected by asking the

user (e.g., through interviews or surveys) or observing their behavior in real time, or an-

alyze server event logs [Cre+12], [Lei14]. However the measures are comprehensive and

the user’s response to questionnaires does not resemble exactly what the user did during

his/her interaction with the recommender algorithm. Evaluation which involves asking

theuser and trackinghis/her interactionpaths is the only extensivemethodofmeasuring

users’ satisfaction and quality decisionmaking processes [Cre+12]. �emain challenge is

that conducting empirical tests involving real users is difficult, expensive, and resource

demanding. �us, user-centricity has been ignored and this has contributed to limited

research in important user-centric factors such as user experience, user interactions and

decisionmaking processes [Lei14]. �e following are some of the user-centric evaluation

metrics which have been applied in literature.

Novelty

Novelty evaluates the capability of a recommender algorithmto recommendnon-obvious

items to a user [Her+04]. If a particular recommendation approach produces a recom-

mendation list of size N and if R is the number of items in this list which are relevant to

the user and do not appear in the popular items then the system is novel.

Novelty =
R

N
(2.3)

Serendipity

Serendipityhasanelementof surprise itmeasuresofhowsurprising is the recommended

items to the user [SG11]. Serendipity can be detected for instance if a user is browsing a

recommendation list of movies then he/she unexpectedly finds a movie of an actor that

she likes. Users can be asked to identify if the recommender is really providing serendip-

itous recommendations using interviews or questionnaires.

Adaptability
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RS operate in a setting where trends of user interests changes in time. Adaptation in RS

measures how the RS adapt to users’ personal tastes [SG11]. User’s needs always change

with time, and some changes of preferences are driven by changes in interface.

2.1.1.3 Framework for user-centric evaluation

Knijnenburg created a user-centric evaluation [Kni+12]. �e framework uses strong psy-

chologicalmodels and gathers information fromusers using questionnaires. It also eval-

uates online user-interaction. However we found that it didn’t evaluate the entire factors

of user-centric evaluation. Moreover we also found that questionnaires brings a chal-

lenge since some of the issues that affect user needs and preferences are not explainable

in words by users. �erefore if the evaluation framework depends wholly on answers

rendered by users the recommender algorithmwill have a biased, incomplete, and some-

times incorrect understanding of users [SG11].

Böhmeret al cameupwithausagecentric evaluation frameworkcalledAppFunnel [Böh+13].

�ey considered a new approach for evaluating app recommender algorithms since eval-

uationsneed togobeyondratings, click-through-ratesordownloadstatistics. �eframe-

workwasmainly focusingonuser-centric issuesduring the life spanof applications. �ey

tracked interactivity of a downloaded application from the time that it is downloaded, in-

stalled up to usage.

Pu came up with a comprehensive framework using popular usability models [PC10].

�is frameworkwasused to evaluate the perceivedqualities of recommender algorithms.

�e framework was made of 13 constructs and a total of 60 question items that assess

qualities of recommenders. �e qualities involve usability, usefulness, interaction, satis-

faction. �emajor drawback of this framework is similar to that of [Kni+12]were some of

the issues that affect user needs and preferences are not explainable in a questionnaire.

2.1.2 Discussion on EvaluationMethods

Recommender algorithms evaluation has generally been associatedwith predictive accu-

racy,whenanalgorithmscores high in termsof accuracy it is regarded as as a good. How-

ever, this is no longer proving to be valuable because of the need to recommendwhat the
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user needs [Sai+13]. Attention to user needsmakes evaluating recommender algorithms

quite difficult because users are quite diverse [CD10]. Muchwork has been done towards

implementing recommender algorithms on different platforms [KA12], [Pog+13], [KC14],

and [VP11]. Agoodnumberof researchershave comeupwithmanyevaluationmetrics for

recommender algorithms and each one of themwas looking at different perspectives. In

this sectionwe discussed the different types of evaluationmethods. We found thatmany

of these are system-centric and, in practice, this affects revenue since user experience

is the key to success or failure of recommender algorithms [Lei14]. In spite of knowing

the importance of user-centric evaluations, these have not been employed within auto-

mated evaluation approaches as compared to system-centricmetrics. �emain problem

with recommenders’ evaluation is that current systems are limited to offer a comprehen-

sive computational real-timeuser-centric evaluation and system-centricmethods do not

fully support user-centric methods.

Existing evaluationmethods are aligned to either user-centric or system-centric eval-

uation methods. As the literature stands, no method can be considered comprehen-

sive(encompassing both system-centric and user-centric) in its approach. User-centric

evaluation frameworks consider methods such as use of questionnaires and psychomet-

ric surveys as their way of gathering information from users. System-centric evaluation

methods use mathematical evaluation metrics such as prediction accuracy, robustness,

scalability, utility, and coverage. �ese do not address users’ concerns as they decide on

accepting a recommender algorithm. We therefore found out that a holistic or compre-

hensive evaluation framework that combines user-centric and system-centric can be de-

veloped which must be able to use computational methods that make use of machine

learning to assess both user-centric and system-centric factors, while a user is browsing.

�is brings a lot of advantages since it opens the possibility to assess prediction accuracy

of the recommender algorithm as well as user satisfaction in real time.
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2.2 IncorporationofContextualUser-specificKnowledge inRecommenda-

tion Algorithms

User’s preferences or behavior can be influenced by the long term context or short term

context of the user(the surrounding atmosphere). �e context directly involves the user’s

way of life and its evolution, it also includes (financial status and background, residential

places, time of the day, personal upcoming events,mood of the day) [Agg16]. Preferences

of a user are heavily affected by these factors, for example the type of food a user can

buy during the morning is different when it is in the evening or during lunch time. �is

contextual knowledge demands attention when constructing a recommender algorithm

which can at least satisfy a user. Contextual knowledge ismost of the time collected using

implicit means, such as datamining and inferences. �is section investigates the princi-

ple of incorporating user-specific contextual knowledge in recommender algorithms in

order to satisfy the user. �e following subsections discuss how this principle was imple-

mented in related work.

2.2.1 Location as a Context

Recommending items to users based on their immediate location has becoming very

prominent recently [Agg16]. �is kind of recommendation is normally found in tourism

recommender algorithms,whereby they incorporate a user’sGPS location to recommend

nearby food cafes, resort places, hotels and motels and other tourist attraction areas.

�ere are algorithms which are dedicated to location based knowledge to recommend

items to the user if the device he/she is using is GPS enabled.

Geographical location plays a role on personal or social preferences for example: type

of food, clothing, choice of friends, recreational activities, choice of hotels and so on

[Lev+12]. Research done by [Lev+12] on MovieLens proved that user ratings are inher-

ently associatedwith location. Ratings entered by other users in the same location can be

used in order to provide recommendations for a specificuser in the samegeneral location

[AT08]. Oneof themainproblems that often arises on location-dedicated recommenders

is when the location in question has very few people in the system to be considered for
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recommendations especially in CARS, it will be challenging to compute user neighbour-

hood [Agg16], therefore location must not be the only factor considered.

2.2.2 Time as a Context

Time can be incorporated in CARS since recommendations are timely in nature, and if a

RS neglect time, it is most likely to offer irrelevant recommendations [Agg16]. A RS inte-

grated on a restaurant website has to recommend ameal based on the time of the day. A

RS working at a clothing website has to consider the time of the year, recommendations

for summer wear should be different as compared with winter wear. Time can be clas-

sified differently, it can be put into categories of the day, year and seasons. It can also

be classified into personal and national calendar events. Recently many algorithms that

incorporate time as a context has been implemented [Kor09], however an algorithm that

can incorporate all of the contextual knowledge has not been found yet.

2.2.3 Social Knowledge Incorporation

�e social context is often important when recommending items to users [Kar13]. �e

choice of a user’s friends can influence the user’s preference. A person might choose to

watch a different movie depending on his/her social context. Social issues also incor-

porate if the user is in either of these common social categories Upper, middle or lower

income class. A user in upper class has a lifestyle that is altogether different from a user

that is in the lower class. Social recommendations have been implemented that incor-

porate social knowledge in their recommendation strategies. Many of the recommender

algorithms have been designed from the social network point of view. �e notion used

was if two users are friends on a certain social network, they are likely to like a certain

product, this might be true to some extent if these users know each other, but if some-

body has thousands of friends on social network that concept is likely to fail.

2.2.4 Ratings

Ratings in recommender algorithms is considered one of the primary factors that can

display a user’s taste, although recommender algorithms that use ratings face a serious

challenge of data sparsity. It is sometimes difficult to get full knowledge about a user
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through the expression of a rating. Sometimes the users do not rate anything or the rat-

ings that can be used to compute recommendations might be irrelevant due to the time

they were recorded. Nevertheless we found ratings to be a widely used factor incorpo-

rated by recommender algorithms to compute recommendations.

2.3 Novel and Serendipitous Recommendations

Recommended items are quite helpful to the user if they have not been seen in the past

(novelty) [Agg16]. Unexpected recommendations are encouraged and this is serendip-

ity. �e difference between serendipity and novelty is that serendipity focuses on sur-

prising userswere novelty is about recommending unpopular items but relevant [Agg16].

Serendipity can cause a deviation in the user browsing patterns or changing user pref-

erences just because the user has encountered something surprisingly but interesting. A

serendipitous algorithmhas long-termand strategic benefits in e-commerce for example

because a user has the possibility of discovering entirely newareas of interest. Serendipi-

tous recommendations bring an increase of customer conversion rate. �ereforewe ded-

icate this section to investigate what has been done currently to curb the lack of novelty

and serendipity in recommender algorithms.

2.3.1 Novelty

Many investigations done by [Var15] exposed a gap in terms of missing significant work

done in novelty of RS. Saúl cameupwith a framework fromdifferentmathematicalmod-

els to define novelty and diversity [Var15]. �e framework was built on the notion that

novelty anddiversity arealmost the same, however in somecases recommendationsmight

be diverse yet not novel. Seen (discovered), chosen and relevance are the three essentials

of the framework, when a user sees or discovers an item he/she can either choose or not

that itembasedon its relevance. �erefore according to [VC13], the three are interrelated.

Novelty is then derived from the computation of this probabilistic model below:

p(choose) = p(seen ∩ rel) ∼ p(seen)p(rel) (2.4)

�erefore the probability that item i is novel given that it has been seen before is rep-
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resented by the formula below:

p(i|seen) =
p(seen|i)

Σj∈J p(seen|j)
(2.5)

LeeandKyogucreatedagraph-basedalgorithmthatprovidesnovel recommendations.

�e algorithmpicked positively rated items from the users’ profiles to construct a highly-

connected graph with items as nodes and positive correlations as edges [LH14]. �e al-

gorithmwas able to offer relevant and novel recommendations.

Recent research seem to be have covered novelty significantly, however the average

novelty computed inmany algorithms still circulate around 77% [Zha13], [HZ11] andwith

the advent of CARS there is a room to improve the average novelty and serendipity of rec-

ommender algorithms.

2.3.2 Serendipity

Serendipity is finding something interesting by accidentwhilst not searching for it, it is a

measure that indicates how the recommender algorithm can find unexpected and useful

items for users [Sri14].

Upasna Bhandari bring a concept of serendipitous recommendations in mobile ap-

plications using a graph-based approach [Bha+13]. �ey considered the idea that if two

apps are connected by a pathwith highlyweighted edges then these apps are also similar.

�erefore if there exists a path connecting two apps and the weights on each edge are all

sufficiently large, apps along this path can be recommended to a user and are likely to be

serendipitous. However, with this method, the recommender algorithm would experi-

ence a very low accuracy rate, although it came upwith better diversity. �is algorithm is

also hard-wired to mobile-apps recommendations. �erefore it may be difficult to apply

it to other domains that can be serviced by a recommender algorithm.

It is noticeable in the literature that all of the algorithms that have been designed for

serendipitous recommendations use collaborative filtering on ratings. However, we have
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not comeacross a robust serendipitous recommendation algorithm implemented in con-

textual knowledge-based recommender algorithms.

2.4 Change of User’s Preferences and Satisfaction

Recommendations can improve user satisfaction on a website offering a service [Agg16].

If a user gets what he/she wanted without a hassle then the user is satisfied. It is more

advantageous to cope with the user’s satisfaction and also to divert the user’s attention

to some items. �is is important in business to satisfy the user and make the business

thrive as well. User preferences are sometimes determined from conversational systems

[Agg16], where a user is asked questions then responds. It is also known that user context

corresponds to user preferences [Kor09]. Meaning a user context such as current loca-

tion or lifestyle influence to a greater extent the user’s preferences. It is of paramount

importance that a recommender algorithm can use this knowledge to compute recom-

mendations.

Acquiring knowledge about users is a significant problem in RS [Var15], since person-

alized recommendations requires knowledge about the user. Some collaborative filtering

approaches use ratings only but this approach can not be able to supply enough knowl-

edge about users and their tastes. Implicit methods of collecting data gives great un-

certainty of determining the actual user-preferences as well. �erefore, recommender

algorithms work with incomplete knowledge about the user [Var15]. �is brings more

problems since user preferences are: not consistent, context-dependent and highly fluc-

tuating [VC13]. User preferences change with time [Li14]. For example, the user’s inter-

est may be dominated by the recent events or life experiences and all these facts must be

looked into when deriving recommendations.
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2.5 Summary

Fromtheanalysis thatwehavedone in this section, it is clear thatuserpreferences changes,

and they are diverse and complex to understandwhen taken all at once. However, recom-

mender algorithms must be designed in such a way that they satisfy users. �erefore a

modelling approach to incorporate contextual user-centric knowledge in recommender

algorithms is imperative. From the discussion made in these sections: evaluation meth-

ods, contextual knowledge incorporation, novelty and serendipity, user’s preferences and

satisfaction we have been able to see that there is a recurring effort to sustain users’ sat-

isfaction. However there is also a recurring inadequacy of offering sustainable novel

and serendipitous recommendations due to 1) methods that are being used to evaluate

recommender algorithms 2) inadequate user contextual knowledge incorporation in al-

gorithms. �is insufficiency results in a limitation of understanding user’s preferences

thereby resulting in failure to deliver sustainable user satisfaction.



CHAPTER 3
Methodology

�is chapter explores the methodology that was used to solve the research problem as

well as to fulfill the given objectives. �e methodology applied is a hybrid of many re-

search methods with action, ethnography, systematic literature review and data mining

being dominant research methods. Action research mainly focuses on attacking direct

and specific problems in a local environment. �is approach aims to intervene in the

studied circumstances by improving the situation. Ethnography’s goal is to study a com-

munity of people to understand how themembers make sense of the social interactions.

It allows for computer science researchers to have insight into human, social and organi-

zational aspects of technology innovations and applications. Figure 3 demonstrates how

these twomethods were employed in this research project.

Figure 3: ResearchMethodology

In chapter one, there is a section of research objectives. �ose research objectiveswere

23
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tackled with appropriate research methods in Figure 3. Table 1.1 shows the research ob-

jectives and the corresponding research methods which were used to fulfill those objec-

tives.

Figure 3 demonstrates the procedure that was taken in this research. In Figure 3 the

first question is "what are the main factors in user-centric recommender systems". We

found that a systematic literature review approach could answer that question.

3.1 ResearchMethods for Objective 1

An investigation of existing user-centric evaluation methods was done using a concep-

tual framework that applied that applied the systematic literature review approach. �e

main intentionwas to investigate inefficiencies in RS evaluationmethodsmainly target-

ing thosealignedor related touser-centric factors. More so the strategyherewas to inves-

tigate current evaluationmethods/metrics for recommender systems in a bid to find out,

why do current existing problems exist if recommender systems were rigorously evalu-

ated. Moreover to find out what are the main factors in user-centric RS which can be

employed in RS design to curb existing challenges. A User-centric Evaluation Concep-

tual framework(UEC) was designed to investigate current RS evaluation methods and

expose loop holes. A systematic integrative literature review approachwas applied in the

framework, coupled with a thematic results analysis method to encompass all concepts

regarding evaluation of recommender systems. Papers published from2009 to 2018were

collected and those considered were those published in the peer-reviewed literature.

Search terms were derived from the questions and articles were gathered from these

platforms: ACM, IEEE, Scopus, Science direct, MDPI, Google Scholar and dblp. �e ar-

ticles foundwere then characterised by the conceptual framework represented on Figure

4. �e characterisation process determine the extent to which these articles contribute

to the three fundamental principles or factors of user-centric evaluations (i.e. user inter-

action, decision making processes and user overall experience).
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Figure 4:�eUser-centric Evaluation Conceptual Framework (UECF) for evaluation

3.2 ResearchMethods for Objective 2

From the investigation in objective 1, we identified that there was a lack of a better ap-

proach of representing a user profile which can then be used to derive optimal recom-

mendations. We then ventured into context-aware recommendation systems (CARS) al-

gorithms since there is a growing interest in CARS due to their ability to enable novelty,

dynamism and serendipity in resulting recommendations. Firstly a systematic litera-

ture survey that aligns to some known frameworks like Kitchenhamprocedureswas con-

ducted, articles for CARSwere collected from these sources :Scopus, ACM, IEEE, Science

direct,MDPI, Google Scholar and dblp published from2014 to 2019. A detailed investiga-

tionwas done on the articles found, tofind themain components of user contextual data.

A characterisation process was done to define a framework that will define a user’s con-

text. �e characterisation brought about a comprehensive set of contextual parameters

into a framework called theSCuPE framework. SCuPE is anacronymforSocial, Cultural,

Psychological and Economic set of contextual parameters. It is the SCuPE framework

that was used to predict user preferences and generate recommendations.
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3.3 ResearchMethods for Objective 3

To identify the optimal set of user-contextswhich estimate better user tastes threemeth-

ods were employed. Systematic literature review method was used to find out the most

dominant user-contexts used in literature and then characterise them. Articles for RS

were collected from Scopus, ACM, IEEE, Science direct, MDPI, Google Scholar and dblp

published from 2014 up to 2019. �e contexts found from the articles were characterised

basedon themost superior classesofuser-contexts. �esecondmethodusedwasethnog-

raphy which was used to collect characterised user information about user-contexts and

their corresponding tastes. Using ethnography datawas collected from voluntary partic-

ipants from the ages of 18 to 55. �eprocesswasdone in two stages and twodata setswere

collected fromdifferent people inAfrica, eachdata set had 21 classifieduser-contexts and

corresponding likes. Dataminingwas thenused in implementing anapriori algorithmto

identify he optimal set of user-contexts fromadata set of user-context profileswith asso-

ciated likes/tastes. Ruleswere generated and contextswhichwere found in ruleswith as-

sociated high support ratio and confidence values were extracted. Python libraries were

employed to create graphs showing the relationship between extracted contexts and sup-

port ratio as well as confidence values. �e optimal set of user-contexts were identified,

and they can be used by RS developers in order to enhance recommendations.

3.4 ResearchMethods for Objective 4

�e question that was also addressed in this section was, how could a recommender al-

gorithm have access to a user content. �is section expands on the basic methods that

was used in this research to access user-content.

Proper user contextual knowledge can be found from two sources: either psychomet-

ric surveys or social media. Chao Yang demonstrates how psychometric surveys can give

almost the same result as socialmedia analysiswhenpredictingusers’ preferences ondif-

ferent brands based on their personal traits [Yan+15]. �eir research suggests that, using

somebody’s personal traits gathered from a psychometric survey, together with prefer-

ences of certain brands, it canbe concluded that peoplewith certainpersonal traits prefer
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certain brands. It has become clear from contemporary research that people ignore sur-

veys or theydonothave time toanswer surveys. In light of thisdevelopment, socialmedia

has come as a rescuer since we can gather massive unstructured data, process it and get

useful insights about individuals.

Chao Yang and his team gathered specific users’ personal traits from both psychome-

tric surveys and tweets from Twitter. �e psychometric survey asked users to state their

personal values and individual needs then pick their favourite brand. �ey found that

after mining the same individual’s account from twitter and analysing their sentiments

they were able to predict the individual’s brand preferences with an 86% accuracy rate.

�emain advantage of this research is that they proved it is possible to use personal traits

gathered from social media to predict users’ likes in different domains.

Social media through APIs give access to applications to get some information about

their users, if the user gives permission to access information to an application. �is in-

formation is rich if used by a recommender algorithm, and this is the approach which

this research took. We have classified this information as general profile and activity as

shown in Table 3.1. �e general profile is somehow static and it does not change regularly

and is not normally affected by time and events, moreover this category does not give

more information about the movement of the user such as, change of tastes or general

activities that the specific user do. �e activity category is rich of user’s whereabouts;

change of location(for example a user can tag himself/herself on a particular location, or

can notify friends on social media that he/she is flying to a certain location), soccer team

support, movie likes, friends list update, currency etc. �e activity class supplies con-

temporary knowledge about a user’s context.

�e information in the Table 3.1 can be accessed in the form of variables from social

media.

�e techniques and methods used to design the Holistic User Context-aware (HUC)
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Table 3.1: Social Media Content

General Profile Activity

1. user-work-history

2. age-range

3. gender

4. education

5. political

6. Religion

7. User-education-history

8. user-hometown

9. friends-hometown

10. Languages

11. quotes

12. user-birthday

13. Friends-birthday

1. interested-in

2. friends-religion-politics

3. Friends-work-history

4. Relationship-status

5. Friends-relationship-details

6. User-likes

7. User-about-me

8. user-location

9. friends-location

10. locale

11. Timezone

12. favorite-athletes

13. favorite-teams

14. currency

algorithm include: contextual modelling, unsupervised learning, data mining, collab-

orative filtering and content based filtering. Social media content was used to gener-

ate recommendations. �e algorithm that was created recommends friends or pals on

Unipals. �e SCuPE framework defined the comprehensive user-contextual parameters

which would be built gradually when users interact with the social network. Some of the

user-contextual parameters which define a user profile on Unipals and used in HUCwas

geolocation, nationality, time, friends(social relations), age, sex, picture-tags class, lan-

guage, likes, hobbies and any other interests. �e main task of the HUC algorithm on

Unipals was to recommends friends to users.

3.4.1 Action ResearchMethod

�emethod was used to create user models and the recommender algorithm. Unsuper-

vised learning, data mining, contextual modelling, collaborative filtering and content

http://www.unipals.co.zw/
http://www.unipals.co.zw/
http://www.unipals.co.zw/
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based filtering were themain techniques andmethods that were applied in this research

method.

DataMining

Data mining techniques are applied to collect content on social media platforms. �is

collection of user content is mainly done through APIs, however in this research project

the algorithm was directly integrated to the social network platform therefore data was

collected from the logs and the database. Data from the logs was pre-processed to visu-

alize how the users interactedwith the platform. �e database provided the user content

which was used to derive the user-contexts.

Content-based Filtering

Content-basedfilteringwas applied after datamining. When the contentwas collected it

went throughcleaningprocessing so that similarity computations couldbedone. Content-

based filtering mainly focuses on creating recommendations based on the similarity of

descriptive attributes of items [Agg16]. In this research the contentwas the user data that

was extractedduringdatamining. After user-contextwas accessed, the contextswerefil-

tered using the Jaccard similarity algorithm.

Unsupervised Learning and Collaborative Filtering

Unsupervised Learning is a machine learning technique that learns patterns from unla-

belled data. In this research this approach was used to create clusters(neighbourhoods)

of users with similar context, this approach works hand in glove with collaborative fil-

tering. Contextual similarity was computed by the Jaccard similarity function. When a

user logs in, a similarity computation is done so that the user is assigned to a neighbour-

hood or cluster, and the recommendations that the user will get will be derived from the

neighbourhood by other processes. �e Jaccard similaritymetric, defined as the function

J, was used to calculate the similarity between people’s profiles or contexts. �at is, the

similarity between two people’s profiles p1, p2 is the Jaccard metric between their two

profiles(P)

J(p1, p2) =
(|P(p1)INTERSECTIONP(p2)|

|P(p1)UNIONP(p2)|
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Using Jaccard coefficient to Calculate Similarities betweenUseri andUsern profiles,

J(ui, un) =
Si ∩ Sn
Si ∪ Sn

+
Ci ∩ Cn
Ci ∪ Cn

+
Pi ∩ Pn
Pi ∪ Pn

+
Ei ∩ En
Ei ∪ En

Where S,C,P and E are the classified contexts from the SCuPE framework.

�e techniques discussed so far did not stand alone. For these techniques to work effi-

ciently there are supposed to employ some methods to incorporate contexts in the algo-

rithm, and this can be done either through pre-filtering, contextual modeling or contex-

tual post filtering [Har+17].

3.4.1.1 ContextualModelling

Contextual modeling is the incorporation of contextual information directly in the rec-

ommendationmodel [Sun+16], [IL16]. In this researchweuse the contextual data to com-

pute the neighbourhood of users as well as to compute recommendations. �e Jaccard

similarity algorithm was used to compute the similarity of user contexts. If there are

many active users probably hundreds of thousands itwill be resource intensive tofind the

Jaccard similarity among the logged in user with all active users. �erefore to solve this

challenge the ID3 decision tree algorithm was used to classify profiles/contexts. Since

user profiles comes in as sets, it is logical to classify user profiles. When a new profile

comes in, the ID3 algorithm would put the profile in a specific class, a process of com-

puting similarity would be done in each class to find profiles that are closely similar to

the new profile, these similar profiles would then create neighbourhoods. We discovered

during experiments that this approach reduces running time significantly.

3.5 ResearchMethods for Objective 5

Comparing the performance of two algorithms using the same data set has been proved

difficult since RS has different architectures [Sai+13]. �erefore, RS evaluation demands

a comprehensive approach so that at the end of the day the process of evaluation is fair

to the RS. Offline evaluation is important, but user satisfaction evaluation is even more
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important for the success of the RS especially when it is done online [Hay+02]. In online

evaluation, the environment is more real, and users are not aware that they are evalu-

ating a RS. Researchers have found that this technique reduce any bias when selecting

users to test an RS [Agg16]. In this research project online evaluationwas themajor tech-

nique applied to evaluate the performance of the HUC algorithm. �e algorithm was

hostedon theUnipalsplatformandstudents interactedwith thealgorithmas they clicked

recommendations which were recommended by the algorithm. �e algorithm recom-

mended friends therefore users were treated as items in this case. �e user interaction

was recorded in a .csv file. �e online evaluation process also include computing some

metrics such as: coverage, robustness, accuracy, novelty, and serendipity. User satisfac-

tion was associated with the dynamism, novelty and serendipity of the algorithm. �e

time complexity was calculated and found that the average time complexity of the algo-

rithm is O(n2).

3.6 Summary

�is chapter highlights the researchmethodswhichwere applied to fulfill each objective.

�emethods include: datamining, action researchmethod and systematic literature re-

view. It is also worthy to note that we applied the methods together, there was hardly a

time where one method was solely used to address an objective. �e researcher believed

that these were the best methods and they were applied adequately.

http://www.unipals.co.zw/


CHAPTER 4
Incorporation of Comprehensive User

Contextual Parameters in
Recommendation Algorithms

4.1 Introduction

�is chapter investigates the theory of user preferences and user contexts. Its main ob-

jective is to investigate the theory of user contexts in the design of a context-aware rec-

ommender algorithm. �e objective covers the use of a framework for evaluating rec-

ommender systems evaluationmethods andmodelling user preferences. �e theoretical

conceptual framework proved to be a valuable tool for finding out what has been done,

and what is missing. �is framework also shows the status quo and highlights areas of

exploration that can enhance the status quo in this domain of research. modelling user

preferences helps this research to explore the theory behind user-preferences and user-

contexts and how recommender algorithms can harness this theory into computational

models. A concise understanding of the dynamics of user-preferences provides a plat-

form for implementing robust algorithms that offer dynamic, novel and serendipitous

recommendations. �us, there is continuity of users’ satisfaction within online busi-

nesses [Lei14].

�e overall research problem states that there still exists the problem of inadequate

user contexts in CARS bringing about limited representation of user tastes [Ung+16],

[Har+17]. �is problem is resulting in recommender algorithms losing relevance [LH14]

32
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and efficiency with time [JWK14], [Var15], [Hid+16]. Failure to investigate this problem

results in recommender algorithms recommending irrelevant items to users with time

[Agh18]. In this chapter we started by investigating the RS evaluation methods. �is in-

vestigation revealed with greater detail the actual problems in RS or CARS. �e investi-

gation was so helpful that it helped in terms of bringing out a concise research problem.

�is investigation was carried out using a conceptual framework.

�e conceptual framework reveals the challenges with current methods being used to

incorporateuser-contexts inCARS.�echapter then elaborate thebest theoreticalmeans

of solving these challenges using the theory of user-preference. �e theory of user pref-

erence then leads to user preference modelling.

4.2 User-centric EvaluationMethods

Manyevaluationmethods for recommender systemshavebeen implementedbefore [Lei14],

[Lu+12], [Kni+12], [Kav+16], however algorithms which were identified as optimal ac-

cording to the evaluationmethods are facing challengeswhenmeasured against evolving

user’s expectations [Lei14], [Cre+12], [KR12], [Kni+12]. It is therefore necessary to come

up with a conceptual framework that investigates the current evaluation methods and

find out their strengths and loopholes that are causing recurrent problems. �is concep-

tual framework also exposes areas which need attention and how these challenges can

be addressed. �e results of the investigation lead to new methods of modelling user-

preferences so that algorithms can cope up with users’ dynamic preferences and expec-

tations.

Recommender algorithms are implemented to help users to get their services in time,

because of serious information overload, especially on the web [Var15]. It has become

a general norm that recommender algorithms should help users get to their services on

time as well as try to convert visitors to clients [JWK14], [Var15], [Hid+16]. �erefore,

when evaluating a recommender algorithm it must be tested along the user-centric fac-

tors, because itwas implementedspecifically for theuser [Kni+12], [Tin16], [KR12], [JJD17].
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�is particular section discusses the fact that existing evaluationmethods have not done

enough to evaluate recommender algorithms relative to users’ perspectives or expecta-

tions [Kav+16].

4.2.1 Challenges and Significance of User-Centric Perspectives in
Evaluating Recommendation Algorithms

Adequacy of user-centric evaluationmethods has always been a challenge due to the lack

of standardization [Sax+09], since standardization brings the holistic view of the evalu-

ation processes. If an evaluation standard is created by the research community then all

RS including CARS would have one uniform benchmark of evaluation thereby eliminat-

ing doubt in deployed algorithms. Up to now, the research community has not standard-

ized user-centric evaluationmetrics for recommender systems. As a result, expected key

performance areas for recommender algorithms are not all identified and assessed.

It is quite important to evaluate RSs on the basis of their impact on user experience

and how they help users to meet timely goals [Kon+06]. It is now widely acknowledged

[Lei14], [Cre+12], [Kni+12] that it is the user-centric factors that determine if a recom-

mender algorithm is going to be adopted or not. �erefore displaying recommendations

is not enough, since there is a need to evaluate whether or not the needs of the user have

beenmet [Her+04], [Kon+06]. Helping users and providing good value to users should be

the purpose of recommender algorithms. Hence, user-centric factors deserve to be one

of the key foci in recommender algorithm evaluation methods [KR12], [Eks+11].

4.2.2 Characterizing User-Centric Evaluation

Researchershaveproposeddifferent approaches touser-centric recommenderalgorithms

evaluation; some are categorized as methods or frameworks [Kni+12], [CD10], [Böh+13],

[PC10]. �is section introduces a characterization of user-centric evaluation methods.

�is is done to have a detailed investigation of existing evaluation methods. �e char-

acterization involves an investigation of the adequacy of existing evaluation methods in

evaluating user-centric factors in recommender systems. It also presents that the main
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purpose of recommender algorithms is to enhance user experience, interaction and de-

cision making processes.

Existing RS evaluation has been focusing on system-centric factors, mainly statisti-

cal measures which include accuracy metrics ( [Her+04], [MRK06], [Cre+12], [KWK11],

[BS12], [Kni+12], [PC10]). It is clear in some early work that user-centric factors were al-

ready recognized as important ([SM95], [SS01]), however the challenges associated with

user-centric evaluation [Nan13], [Eks+11], [KWK11], [BS12], [KR12], [Cre+12] bring about

little commitment to research inuser-centric factors as compared to system-centric eval-

uation [Cre+12]. Looking at progressive research work in RS evaluation, it is a fact that

user-centric factors are widely accepted and their crucial role known in the RS research

community [Her+04], [MRK06], [Eks+11], [Kni+12], [PC10].

From the analysis that has been found from literature, it is clear that user experience,

user interaction and user decision making are the core targets of recommendation en-

gines. When consumers are browsing e-commerce sites shop owners take note of con-

sumers interests, overall experience and assess customer’smoves before getting to a buy-

ingdecision. Abuyingdecisioncanbe representedasanultimate favoredactone-commerce

sites. A user ultimately reading an online news article on a news platform is also engag-

ing in the desired act on the news platform,meaning a recommender algorithm on such

a platformwill be recommending articles so that the desired act will be realised. Figure 5

presents the main characteristics of user-centricity. �e figure shows that the user’s in-

teraction with an e-commerce site or a product recommender, influences his/her buying

decision, and this interaction can further add to the user’s experience. �e user expe-

rience contributes to the user retention rate, which either increases or decreases user

interaction. Experience and interaction both influence the buying decision.

4.2.2.1 User Interaction

Interaction is the observable behaviour of the user [Kni+12]. It is quite important to con-

sider the impact of interfaces, user interaction, decision-making processes and user ex-

periences when evaluating recommender algorithms [Tin16]. �e interaction must be
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Figure 5:�e core targets of recommendations.

easy, as this creates a form of trust with the system especially if the user feels to be in full

control with privacy preserving mechanisms [PC10].

4.2.2.2 DecisionMaking Processes

Users’ confidence to make decisions rely heavily on users’ overall perception of a rec-

ommender algorithm and features like personalization support and purchase decisions

[PC10]. Decision theories are focusing more on reducing cognitive effort rather than on

improving the desired decision, which is the main issue in recommender algorithms

[PC10]. Certain characteristics of RS such as interaction design and interface, cause

changes in users’ decision-making behaviours [Kni+12].

4.2.2.3 User Experience

User experience is that feeling which a user experience whilst interacting with a plat-

form, it is either satisfying or not [Kni+12]. Usually it comes from the user’s familiarity

with a site, which results in high user retention, therefore in this project we assume that

higher retention rate is strongly correlated with higher user experience. Experience is

associated with choice satisfaction and the perceived effectiveness of the system [PC10].

Bohmer argue that there is a need to comeupwith a variety of techniques to evaluate user

experience since they always evolve [Böh+13].
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4.2.3 �eUser-centric Evaluation Conceptual (UEC) Framework

User-centric evaluations focus on how recommender algorithms consider user factors

during recommendations. Such other factors include (mood, urgency, income and in-

terest in a particular product). User-centric approaches have users interacting with run-

ning recommenders, while interactions are recorded and then analysed [Lei14], [Cre+12].

User-centric approachesaremostly sophisticated, difficult to comprehendand takemuch

resources to be usable [Cre+12], [Kni+12], [Lei14], [BS12], [KR12]. From the investiga-

tion done in the previous sections we found out that the three main user-centric fea-

tures when evaluating are: user interactions, decision-making processes and overall ex-

perience. �ese features can be evaluated to test if recommender engines support them.

�ese three are exhibited in user browsing patterns behaviour collected in event logs or

user preferences as collected via questionnaires and surveys. In order to measure these,

five evaluation methods were derived and these methods fall under user-centric evalua-

tion as shown on the UEC framework on Figure 4.

4.2.3.1 User following Recommendations

A user can either pick a recommendation or not. A recommender can influence a user

to change his/her preferences by issuing serendipitous recommendations. �erefore if a

recommendation can influence a change of user preference, that recommendation is to

some extent user-centric. Evaluation methods need to assess if a RS influences change

of preferences and track user’s browsing patterns.

4.2.3.2 Changes of Interfacewhich Affect User Preference

If a recommender system interface, or a site interface changes, user experiences changes

since it is directly related to interface, and also user’s browsing patterns are likely to

change [AW12]. �is change in browsing patterns can change user’s preferences, because

a user canmeet other items just by diverting the path he/shewas taking before. �erefore

a recommendation engine should take note of interface changes since online platforms

are always evolving.
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4.2.3.3 Changes on Interfacewhich Changes DecisionMaking Processes

If interfaces change, browsing patterns also change. �is affects browsing patterns that

lead to some decisions (such as buying decisions) thereby affecting revenue, since user

experience influences buying decisions. Evaluation metrics should measure the impact

of user interface changes on user decisions so that it becomes possible to evaluate the

impact of interface on revenue.

4.2.3.4 Changes of DecisionMaking Processes

Users have patterns that they follow to reach a decision [Pog+13] and these patterns are

subject to change due to preference changes influenced by different factors. �ismethod

should evaluate if a recommender engine considers deviations of user’s patterns that lead

to desired decisions during the testing process.

4.2.3.5 User Preference Changes

�e idea is to predict user’s needs as well as identify patterns of decision making pro-

cesses. A recommender should know changes of a particular user’s preferences, if a rec-

ommender algorithm is not aware of user preference changes it means it will provide

irrelevant recommendations. Evaluationmetrics should check if a recommender engine

takes note of user preference changes during testing.

4.2.4 Application of UEC Framework: In search of User-centric
Support in Existing EvaluationMethods

With reference to the structure of existing evaluation methods, it is quite compelling to

investigate if user-centric and system-centric evaluationmethods consider user interac-

tion, decisionmaking processes and user experience during evaluation. We found these

giving enough justice to our method and results, so that at the end we have both per-

spectives for user-centric and system-centric evaluationmethods. An integrative review

approach was used, coupled with a thematic results analysis method to encompass all

concepts regarding evaluation of recommender systems. Papers considered were those

published in the peer-reviewed literature from 2009 to 2018.
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Table 4.1:Number of articles found

Search Category Components of the Category Number
of articles
found(including
duplicates)

User-centric evalua-
tion 1. User-centric evaluation metrics

2. User-centric evaluation methods

3. User-centric evaluation

4. Frameworks

5. User-Factors evaluation

4

Evaluation

1. Evaluation metrics

2. Evaluation methods

3. Evaluation frameworks

11

System-centric evalu-
ation 1. System-centric evaluation metrics

2. System-centric evaluation methods

3. System-centric evaluation frame-
works

22

4.2.4.1 Results from the UEC Framework Application

Table 4.1 shows that system-centric evaluation of recommender systems search retains

many articles as compared to any other search terms. User-centric evaluation search

terms retain fewnumbers of articles, resembling that it is a growing research area. Many

of the search termswere retaining articles fromprevious searches terms regardless of the

source, thereby our articles add up to thirty eighty.

Figure 6 shows the evaluation metrics and their respective authors. From prediction

accuracy up to scalability, results show that these metrics were covered in articles which

focus on system centric evaluation. Results also show evaluation methods which were
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not necessarily metrics since they are not standardized. Other evaluation methods were

frameworks i.e. (combined methods and metrics). Moreover, we also found evaluation

methodswhichwerenot standardized,most of thesewere aligned to evaluate the context

of recommendations. �ese evaluations if given recommendations consider the context

of users. Other methods to evaluate user satisfaction solely use questionnaires and sur-

veys to gather information.

Results reveal thirty eight articleswhichwe classified as i) user-centric ii) system-centric

Figure 6: Articles and their focus

iii) and both user and system-centric. Figure 7 below shows the total number of articles

per category. We went further to determine the extent to which these articles contribute

to the three fundamental principles of user-centric evaluations (i.e. user interaction, de-

cision making processes and user overall experience). �e graph shows that not much
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has been done to explore the entire user-centric base, i.e. no work was found that evalu-

ates recommender systems checking all the three fundamental factors of user-centricity.

Different articleswere foundwhich cover either one or two but not all these three factors.

�e graph also shows that research needs to focus on evaluating recommender systems

on how best they increase and sustain desired decisions or patterns that lead to deci-

sions(such as buying decisions). Note: On Both we looked at articles that focus on both

Figure 7: Articles found and their respective categories

system and user-centric evaluation. �erefore

UI+UXP 6= Totalnumberofarticles(thebluebar)

since an article can target both UI and UXP and others will only target one.

4.2.4.2 Evaluation and Analysis of Results

As suggested earlier, a user-centric evaluation method should be able to evaluate:

• User Interaction (UI): �e user’s interaction with the recommender system,

• User Decision-Making (UDM): Is the recommender helping a user to make a de-

sired decision (or does the system enhance decision making processes) and

• UserExperience (UXP): Is the overall user experience enhanced so that there is high

user retention.

User Interactions

�ere is an assumption in recommendation systems that a user will always go through
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a particular path when navigating an online platform [RV10]. However, this does not

remain accurate with time since a user will take various approaches in their search for

services, information, and products [Pog+13]. �e are two trade offs in user interaction

which is the accuracy of the algorithmand the user interface, if you focus on the accuracy

the interface has to remain unchanged [Lei14]. Again if you care about the outlook of the

interface, the back-end algorithm should remain unchanged as well [SMG09]. �ere is a

need to develop algorithms that adapt automatically to user changes when the interface

changes so that net profit is maintained.

Novelty is still a challenge to evaluate in existing systems [Var15]. �is metric is re-

garded as important in RS. However, evaluating novelty using questionnaires and sur-

veys poses a challenge since users do not always remember what they have seen or do in

the past. Another challenge is that irrelevant recommendations may be considered new

but worthless to the user. To detect relevant items for recommendations, it is impor-

tant to know the exact items the user is looking for and this is still a challenge with the

present state of the art [SG11]. Another user-interaction metric is serendipity. A means

of getting information to measure serendipity has one challenge [Var15]: user feedback

on what they did is rarely the same as what they actually did [Lei14]. Some consider the

serendipity problem as a programming issue [LGS11]. Issueswith serendipity has not yet

found concrete solutions in RS [LGS11], [Lei14].

DecisionMaking Processes

Agood recommender system should help a usermake a decision (such as buying an item,

finding a service, reading an article etc.) [Ras+12], [Agg16]. We discovered that there are

still weaknesses with present evaluation methods when they test if recommender sys-

tems improve user decisions.

User Preference Changes

Preferences of users always change with time because of factors like dynamics on web

structures drivenby evolvinguser awareness, browser technologies, social factors,meth-
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ods of communication, and operating system updates [Kar13]. Failure to manage pref-

erence changes causes loss of desired decisions on different systems [Kap+15]. �e other

challenge is that some data from user behaviors can be difficult to use to interpret user

experience [Kni+12].

Changes of Patterns that Lead toDesiredDecisions

Browsing patterns evolve so quickly that attempting to make predictions or guide con-

sumers tomake positive decisions, according to frequent patterns coming from the anal-

ysis of an access log, becomes challenging. Some work must be done to make recom-

mendation processes adapt to frequent product changes, as well as customer needs and

preference changes [Wac11]. �ere is lacking a method for evaluating if a recommender

engine is aware of the number of potential clients that deviate from their earlier patterns

that led to desired decisions due to change of preferences [Pog+13].

Interface Changes Influencing Change of Preferences

Much research is underway to investigate the impact of user context in RS, as well as

exploring some factors that affect user decision-making processes and user experiences

[Tin16]. Recommender interfaces have a big impact ondecision support, satisfaction and

overall user experience with the recommender system [Tin16], [Kni+12].

Changes of Interface Affecting Patterns that Lead toDesiredDecisions

�e research community has begun to see the importance of considering user-centric

factors when dealingwith success or failure of RS [Lei14], [AW12]. �is is an area that has

not been focused on by researchers. Yet, state of the art techniques can detect a change

in net profit when there is an interface change [Lei14].

4.2.4.3 Implications of findings

Somemajor improvements in thepresent stateof the stateneed tobedone to satisfyusers

when interacting with recommender systems, as it is shown that prediction accuracy is

not themajor objective but user satisfaction [Lei14]. Recommender systems need to help

users make better decisions, algorithms should serve the needs of users even at the ex-
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pense of accuracy and precision [Lei14]. Other evaluationmetrics such as site utility need

a closer look since eliciting user perception of utility is a very difficult task because it is

more psychological than computational. �e reason why a user makes a certain decision

is based not only on what is presented in a recommendation list but also on issues like

income and purpose of the object to be picked [SMG09].

4.2.5 Conclusion

�emain contributions of this section are: a detailed characterizationof user-centric fac-

tors for evaluating recommender systems, a user-centric evaluation conceptual frame-

work as well as it’s application. �e section also presents suggestions that can improve

the status quo. �is helps developers of recommendation engines to address the needs of

the clients. �e section highlights that there is a need to ask questions about satisfying

users when they interact with recommenders. �is entails that an evaluation needs to be

done to assess if recommenders know in advance user’s preference changes and devia-

tions from their interests. �e section concludes that there is a need to investigate user-

centric evaluationmethods that assess all the following three important factors: user de-

cision making processes, user experience and user interaction.

4.3 User Preference Prediction

User modelling is basically done using two main approaches i.e content-based filtering

and collaborative filtering [KWV16]. In these modelling approaches user information is

gathered through implicit and explicit means. �is section demonstrates the theory of

user preferences, and how the understanding of this theory will be harnessed to create

preference models that enable recommendations. �e theory provides a deeper under-

standingof theuser, so thatnovel and serendipitous recommendationsbecomesa reality.

4.3.1 �e�eory of User Preferences

Kamor describe amodel of user preferences in the formof three significant states: sensi-

tization, boredomand recurrence [Kap+15]. �ey found that the dynamics of user prefer-

ences on items can be attributed to the dynamics in those states and people often choose

products based on their current tastes. �ese tastes always evolvewith time [FO17], caus-
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ing the user to manually select different content [Kap+15]. When someone is experienc-

ing a certain psychological situation or is in a certain mood that person can be inter-

ested or not interested in certain products or services [FO17] algorithms need to note

these changes as well. Recommender algorithms seem to neglect such changes when

recommending items to users, they solely use past user choices to infer their preferences

[Kap+15]. Typical approaches are lacking the modelling of the evolution of preferences

with time [Lu+15]. Human psychology studies reveal well known phenomena of bore-

dom when a person is repeatedly exposed to the same stimuli [Kap+15]. Lack of mod-

elling preference changes normally result in losing track of user boredom.

Karimi defines consumers as subjects that find information, evaluate it and make a

choice, and the context of the choice is significant aswell [Kar13]. A decision/choicemade

reveal the decision maker’s values [Buc06], [FO17]. �is can imply that if a user choose

an item, another user who share the similar taste can pick it as well [Eir+18], [Che+18],

[MZH18], [Yan+14]. �is analogy can develop into an approach of developing recommen-

dations algorithms. �is analogy can be illustrated as follows: Given Ui who is a user

with attributes a,b,c,d,.....z who is interested in itemi ,andUk, with the same attributes

a,b,c,d,.....z, there is a greater chanceUkmight be interested with itemi.

Understanding users/clients in RS is a fundamental concept that result in enhanced

recommendations, if users are understood recommendations can be relevant andwill be

offered at the correct time. �ere are factors that affect decisions made or to be made by

users such as financial status, psychological status (which is normallymood), culture and

social background [FO17], [Zha+18], [Eir+18]. For a user to like an item, he/she is driven

mostly by his/her context for example mood(psychological status). What does he/she

want to use it for(cultural/social status), if it’s a purchase does he have an experiencewith

it, is it relevant (cultural/social status), does he have themoney(economic status). More-

over does he enjoy having it(if it’s an item to be purchased), reading(if it’s a news article),

all these are basically(economic, psychological , cultural and social) questions which are

influencing this decision to be made by the user.
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Constructing user profiles rely on implicit and explicitmethods of gathering data. Im-

plicit methods of gathering user data involve click-streams, purchases and selection of

recommendations. Explicitmethods rely onaskingusers questions, ratings, votings et.c.

However for implicit methods purchasing a product does not fully mean liking a prod-

uct. A user can buy a product out of ignorance and dislike it afterwards. Not clicking a

product is ambiguous since that can mean dislike or did not see it. Actions are also very

difficult to scale because of some ambiguity. Behavioral data can be a big challenge to

interpret as well [Kni+12]. Explicit methods also have their challenges, ratings are unre-

liable and inaccurate to a reasonable degree since users are typically not interested and

are reluctant to rate items [ERR16].

Ratings lack detailed information about the user’s preferences, which can give recom-

menders confidence in their recommendations. Binary data aswell is too rigid to express

neutral feelings about any item. Such limited data does not provide more information

about a user and that has implications to the recommendation strategies. Explicit data

does not cope with users’ preference changes since a recommender system can continue

working with ratings which are no longer relevant to a particular user.

To the best of the researcher’s knowledge of the challenges discussed above occur in

recommender systems as a result of treating a user as a virtual black box. Yet recent re-

search exposes the advantages of opening the black box in order to know the changes of

user preferences [Kav+18], [Kar13]. Algorithms lack understanding of the holistic con-

textual parameters to employ during prediction in order to offer recommendations that

satisfy users. As part of this work’s investigation [KDR19], a holistic approach that con-

siders user actions together with detailed information from the user can give better rec-

ommendations. In this way, recommendations would be more accurate and can cope

with evolving preference changes.
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4.3.2 User Contextual Knowledge

�e contextual knowledge of a user is significantly important [FO17], [Zha+18], [Eir+18],

since users look for certain items or services depending on their contexts, therefore rec-

ommender algorithms need to take context into consideration. Creating a recommen-

dation model based on user contextual data is vital and that brings about the ability to

present relevant recommendations to the user’s current context [Li14]. �e user’s con-

textual data(features) might be time, location, social surrounding, psychological status

et.c, and these are vital for novel and serendipitous recommendations [Eir+18].

A user can surprisingly find out that there is for example a new chinese restaurant in

an area, by only visiting that area, and get that recommendation [KWV16]. A user can

find that there are new fury types of jerseys under sale on a usual e-commerce site, just

because it is winter and the user is recommended that jersey, this is a demonstration

of novelty. Recommender engines that incorporate contextual knowledge tend to be dy-

namic, novel and serendipitous [KWV16].

Ratings do lack contextual information about users [Agg16]. �ey lack vital informa-

tion such as user preference changes,meaning that a recommender algorithmusing rat-

ings can continue using ratings which has already expired [ERR16]. User contextual in-

formation such as location can be quite phenomenal when dealing with tourist resorts

recommenders, incorporating location can give an advantage to algorithms deployed in

such domains. User preferences change over time [Agg16], and it is vital when it comes

to recommendations [Zha+18]. Time is a very important contextual parameter that can

guide recommender algorithms [Eir+18]. Time can be divided and aggregated in various

forms of seasons such as day periods(morning, day, evening), events(Christmas, inde-

pendence day, wedding day, black Fridays etc). If an individual is tracked on the basis

of time and other contexts, recommendations may be quite satisfying to that particular

user. It is a weakness to many recommender algorithms that they focus on one context

only, this weakens the strength of many algorithms [Zha+18].
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4.3.3 Contextual Parameters in Literature

�e objectives of this section is to:

• identify existinguser-contextualparameterswhicharebeing incorporated inCARS

in literature,

• find existing challenges in incorporating user-contextual parameters in CARS al-

gorithms which reduce the effectiveness of the algorithms,

• identify the optimal subset of user-contextual parameterswhich are strongly asso-

ciated with user likes.

4.3.3.1 Methodology and Tools

Firstly a systematic literature review was done as a way to fulfill the first objective. Sys-

tematic literature reviewwasalsoused tofind theexistingchallenges in the incorporation

of user-contextual parameters in CARS. After finding existing contextual parameters in

literature wewent on and carry two surveys in different periods of time. �e surveys tar-

geted people from all walks of life. 32.4% of the respondents were female and 67.6%male,

the age ranges from 15 to above 50 years, the respondent came from different locations

around the world but 96.2% were in Africa. �e surveys collected peoples’ contexts (con-

textual parameters) and their corresponding likes or preferences. Meaning that a person

would enter the values of each contextual parameter according to his/her context and the

items that he/she is interested in, in that particular time. �e two surveyswere carried in

a space of 3 months apart. �e data collected from the two surveys created two different

data sets. 270 people responded to the first survey and we created the first data set, 306

people responded to the second survey and we created the second data set.

To fulfill the third objective an apriori algorithmwas used on the two data sets. �e al-

gorithmwas used to find frequent sets of contexts and their relation to user likes/prefer-

ences, the source codecanbe foundhereorhttps://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/

blob/main/First_analysis.ipynb. �e apriori is an algorithm that generate asso-

ciation rules from data. In this research project the apriori created rules from the item

sets found from the two data sets which consists of user contexts and associated likes.

https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Assessment.csv
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Test-Set.csv
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/First_analysis.ipynb
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/First_analysis.ipynb
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/First_analysis.ipynb
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To run the algorithm on ordinary PCs with the following specifications: 4GB RAM, Intel

quad core i7 processor, took 30 minutes to generate results. �e main purpose of using

the apriori algorithm was to identify user-contextual parameters which correlate with

user likes, through identifying user-contextual parameters which are frequently found

in ruleswith highest support and confidence values. �eapriori algorithmalso shows the

rules in the form of user contexts which estimate better user likes. �e algorithm seeks

to find out frequent contextual parameters tightly coupled with user tastes. �is leads to

identifying dominant parameters which has strongest correlation with user likes.

�e Analysis was done using the apriori and other python libraries, the data set was

put in a data structure then fed into the algorithm to generate association rules. �e

generated association rules were further analysed to find out the contextual parameters

which were tightly coupled with user likes.

4.3.3.2 �eoretical Approach and Concepts

To address these research questions articles for RS were collected from these sources

:Scopus, Science direct, MDPI, Google Scholar and dblp published from 2014 to 2019.

�ese articles mentioned either of the following search terms:

• Context-aware

• User context

• User data

• User information

�e search queries managed to return a total number of 21 articles duplicates included.

�e Table 4.2 shows how the articles were found.

An analysis was carried out on the articles found, to answer the first research question

that investigates the contextual data that is beingused in literature. �eresults are shown

here.

4.3.3.3 Accessible User Contextual Information

Most of the user contextual data which is accessible and relevant in RS is shown in the

table below. �e table shows each contextual data and the number of articleswhich it was

https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Assessment.csv
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fhloh5xZnT8jbaloGKkF-75Lbmc7RwIuTQGYLAoykZA/edit
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Table 4.2: Search terms and articles found.

Search Term Number of articles found

Context-aware 19
User context 3
User data 1
User information 0

used or highlighted. �is table highlights the most important categorical information

about users which can be used by RS developers.

4.3.3.4 User-ContextModelling in Literature

Raw context data is usually dynamic and sequential, it cannot be used directly in rec-

ommender systems thus, an abstraction process is needed to summarize raw context

data into context concepts for it to be usable [KFG15]. �e contextual information that

is gathered by RS either explicitly , implicitly or using a machine learning approach is

used within recommendation models [Sun+16], [Har+17]. �e incorporation of contex-

tual data in recommendation models is classified as pre-filtering ,contextual modelling

and contextual post filtering.

Pre-filtering

In pre-filtering, user-contextual parameters/data will be used as a label to filter out the

recommendationswhich fail to relate to theuser’s specifiedcontextualdata [Sun+16]. �e

labels are used to segment the data, the process of segmentation can involve looking for

co-occurrences of contextual information [San+18]. From the co-occurrences relations

are found then these contextual terms are clustered and processed together [Har+17].

In contextual pre-filtering, only the filtered items are considered for recommendations.

One advantage of this approach is its ability to employ any of the many classical recom-

mendation algorithms to recommend the filtered items [Har+17].

ContextualModelling

�e contextual modelling approach consists of using contextual information directly in

the recommendationmodel in addition to the user and item data [Sun+16], [IL16]. �ere
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Table 4.3: Literature associated with user-contexts in RS.

Search Term Noof ar-
ticles

Citations

Emotions/ mood/ mental stress 5 [IL16], [KFG15],
[APO18],
[Har+17], [Lit+17]

Time/ seasonality 8 [Fat18], [RAL16],
[Har+17],
[Col+18],
[Agh18],
[BAC17]7

geographical location/ location/ user’s mobility
history/ city/ country, zipCode, vicinity/ distance
to an available point of interest/ nationality/ lan-
guage

11 [KFG15], [RAL16],
[Ing+14],
[Har+17],
[Col+18],
[Col+14], [Lit+17],
[NT14], [BAC17],
[HCS18], [CSS15]

age 4 [Har+17],
[Col+18], [Lit+17],
[NT14]

occupation/ social influence/ expertise/ role 3 [Har+17],
[Lit+17], [NT14]

favorite genre/ ratings/ user-interest/ intent of
Purchase/ intent/ personal preferences/ user be-
haviors

5 [RAL16],
[Har+17],
[Agh18], [Lit+17],
[NT14]

day type/ Activity/ current situation/ current ac-
tivity/

4 [IL16], [Har+17],
[Lit+17], [NT14]

gender 4 [Har+17],
[Col+18],
[Agh18],[Lit+17]

Weather/ current weather/ environment 3 [Fat18], [Har+17],
[Lit+17]

followers/ Friend/ Parent/ social/ has-Relative/
has-Friend/ hasCo-worker/ companion/ social
relations/ accompanying persons

5 [Fat18], [Har+17],
[Col+14],
[Col+18], [Lit+17]

budget/ technology/ device 1 [Har+17]
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are many techniques that use contextual modelling which include techniques like Sup-

port vectormachines [Fat18]. HoweverTensor factorizationseems tooutperformall other

techniques. In someContext-AwareRecommenderSystems(CARS),userprofiles are com-

pared, similarity is computed and a set of recommendations are generated based on the

similarity of user contextual profiles [APO18], [Har+17].

Contextual Post-filtering

In this approach user contextual data is used after the recommendation engine has been

invoked, there is reordering of the recommendations items meaning the context is ini-

tially ignored [Sun+16], [Har+17]. Similar to contextual pre-filtering, contextual post-

filtering also allows the use of any of the numerous traditional recommendation algo-

rithms [Har+17].

Muchof the researchworkapply thepre-filteredapproach [Har+17]. However thepost-

filtering approach has significantly outperformed the pre-filtering approach in all exper-

imental setup [Har+17]. Most previous research also find out that context leads to a de-

crease in the misclassification of users.

4.3.3.5 Handling Challenges in User-contextual Parameters

Research has been carried out to incorporate user-contextual data in RS, however many

challenges have also been encountered especially in gathering data. Explicit methods of

gathering data rely too much on users therefore they make RS become very much like

search engines and lose the capability to recommend items [Bee17]. It is worth noting

as well that users are typically not interested and are reluctant to rate or search items

[ERR16].

With the increasing amount of user contextual data, it has become pretty complicated

to compute similarity of users [Yan+16], [MZH18]. If the neighbourhood is based on only

single context, itmight suffer from the sparsity problemwhen there are no or few neigh-

bors meeting constraints [NT14]]. �is is also amplified sometimes when various unre-

lated contexts are used in the recommendation process [Ung+16]. Many CARS tend to
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incorporate a small set of contextual parameters which do not necessarily represent user

context or define the user [Ung+16]. �is sometimes leads to incorporating one or two

contexts which might not be enough to represent users preferences and not enough as

well for tailoring personalized services to users [Har+17]. It is also worth noting that it is

challenging to obtain all the contextual information about a user [Agh18].

�e other challenge is determining when and how to incorporate contexts [Har+17].

�ere is also a lack of automatic methods to obtain contextual information for users,

therefore the acquisition of contextual information is a research area that needs to be

explored [Sun+16]. Users’ preferences may change over time due to user mood change

or context change, identification of such a change is challenging [Agh18]. Regardless of

contextual changes, the recommendation may not match the user’s personal preference

and this recommendationwill not be useful to the user based on the current context. One

final challenge being faced by CARS is overspecialized recommendations [Lu+15]. Users

are restricted to getting recommendations similar to items already defined in their pro-

files [IFO15].

4.3.4 �e SCuPE Framework

Since each item in RS is expressed by several features, general conceptual domains of

items must be identified [KFG15]. One of the challenges in CARS is that user contexts

which are considered for incorporation sometimes are so few that they cannot represent

users preferences, thereby causing the CARS to fail to provide tailor made personalized

recommendations [Har+17]. �erefore it is imperative to define the holistic contextual

data that canbeusedbyRS to generate recommendations. Wecharacterise theholistic or

comprehensive set of contextual parameters into a frameworkwhichwe referred to as the

SCuPE framework. SCuPE is an acronym for Social, Cultural, Psychological and Economic

contextual parameters. �e structure of the SCuPE framework is elaborated in the next

section.
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Table 4.4:�e SCuPE Framework: Classification of user-contextual knowledge

Contexts Fea-
tures Category

Context features

Social followers,friend, parent, hasRelative, hasFriend, has-
Coworker , companion , social-relations, accompanying-
persons, crowd,age,gender, favorite genre, user-interest,
intent of purchase, personal preferences, user behavior

Cultural Time,seasonality, geographical location, user’s mobility
history, city,country, nationality, language, weather, en-
vironment

Psychological Emotions,mood,mental stress, day-type activity, current
situation, current study

Economic Occupation, social influence, expertise ,role, budget,
technology,device used

4.3.4.1 Significant User Contextual Knowledge

�ere are quite a significant number of contextual features which we can call knowledge

features that can be incorporated in an algorithm, and this can bring a whole new set

of advantages to recommender algorithms. From Table 4.3 we can see that the promi-

nent contextual data used in CARS needs to be classified or characterised in a framework

for the benefit of CARS. It is quite noticeable that social media can give these contextual

features for particular users on any platform(web or mobile) [Eir+18], [CD17], [ERR16],

[Yan+14]. Social platforms like Facebook and Twitter have developed APIs which allow

developers to register for permissions and access user data that they can use to compute

recommendations. For this particular case developers using this approach can use these

APIs to access the user’s social network profiles as well as their sentiments if these users

give them access to this information. �e following sections will describe each of the

knowledge features in the SCuPE framework. �e classification of features is shown in

Table 4.4.

Social Knowledge

A person’s social profile tells a story about him/her [ERR16]. Tastes can be derived from

a social profile. �e best user social knowledge that can be tapped by recommender al-

gorithms can be grouped into a set, and that can be defined as a social profile. �e set of

social profiles can be found on social networks, and researchers can tap this information

from these data sources and be able to manipulate them to test different theories. �e
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social context of a user is also very important in RS. A user can watch a movie because

he/she is going to watch it with a friend who also like that same movie, since users ask

their friend’s suggestions on items like movies or restaurants [Agg16], [Eir+18]. A user’s

age range or education can determine interests, all these are social contexts that can be

considered by a recommender algorithm. Figure 8 depicts more contextual parameters

which can be classified under social knowledge.

Cultural Knowledge

Figure 8: Social Profile

�ere is a thin line between social and cultural user profiles. Cultural contextual back-

groundof ausermayhave agreat influenceonhis/her core values andexpectations there-

fore it also drives interest and tastes. Cultural contexts drive aspects of life such as dress-

ing, forms of entertainment, food, lifestyle, places to live, occupation, etc. So given a

user’s cultural profile analgorithmcanpredict tastes andpreferences. ErinMeyer atHar-

vard Business school in 2017 explored culture on a study to find out, cultural similarities

and differences among people in the same location and across the globe. �e research

shows that somebody’s cultural values might belong to a certain sect of people even if

these people do not live nearby. �erefore to know the cultural values of a user might be

important, so that predicting the user’s preferencemight be a bit easier. Figure 9 depicts

more contextual parameters which can be classified under cultural knowledge.

Psychological Knowledge

Users’ psychological status is very important to considerwhenrecommending items [Kap+15],
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Figure 9: Cultural Profile

[KWV16]. When a user is celebrating a birthday or wedding he/she is likely to be in a cer-

tain status of mood, the user might be interested in cakes etc. If an algorithm takes this

context into consideration it is likely to offer novel and serendipitous recommendations

to the user [KWV16]. Figure 10 depicts more contextual parameters which can be classi-

fied under psychological knowledge.

Economic Knowledge

Figure 10: Psychological Profile
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�e economic status of users is also very crucial when recommending items, rich celebri-

ties tend to like expensive items, best resorts places, parties etc. �erefore a recom-

mender algorithm can detect a user’s celebrity status and track followers(on a social net-

work platform) as well as the economic status of the user. �is helps to recommend novel

and serendipitous recommendations which might be relevant to the user. Figure 11 de-

picts more contextual parameters which can be classified under economic profile.

Figure 11: Economic Profile

4.3.5 FindingOptimal set of User-Contextual Parameters

A set of classified user-contextual profileswere collected from two surveys, togetherwith

their corresponding likes/preferences, the files can be found here and here. 270 users

responded to the first survey and 306 responded to the second survey, they supplied their

contextual information together with their corresponding likes. �is was done as a way

to analyse the relationship between user-contextual profiles and their likes. �e set of

user profiles collected are shown in Table 4.5 and 4.6. �e data sets were then imported

on the Jupyter notebook python platform where it was analysed using python libraries.

https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Assessment.csv
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Test-Set.csv
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Table 4.5:User-contextual parameters

Contextual-Profile/Parameter Common Content

Gender Male/Female
Marital status Married /Single / Divorced
House hold Extended family/immediate family/single/alone
Education Primary/ high school / professional/ tertiary/ vocational/ drop out
Age range 15-20/21-25/26-30
Country of origin Zimbabwe/Zambia/USA/South Africa/Ukraine
Town/province Harare/Gauteng/Bulawayo
Current location Harare/Sydney/Bulawayo/Johannesburg
Language English/Shona/Ndebele
Religion Christianity/Hindu/Muslim
Mood Apathetic/envious/frustrated/depressed
Current situation threatening/ dangerous/ deceptive/peaceful
Have stress Yes/No
Studying Yes/No
Any event in the next two weeks Yes/No
Emotional state joyful/fearful/sorrowful
expertise engineering/IT/Agriculture/Accounting
Income range(USD) 1-100/101-1000/1001-10 000

Table 4.6: Likes

Likes/Tastes Common Content

Sport Athletics / Soccer/ Rugby/Tennis / Swimming/ Cricket/
Others

Technology Appliances/Industrial Machines/ Accessories/ Medical
Technology/ Science/ Robotics/ Artificial Intelligence/
sensors/ Transport/ Energy/

News hard news/ sport news/ editorial/ column/ feature news/
Lifestyle/ entertainment/ Profiles/ Investigative News/
Tech News/ Crime News/ Business News

Music Gospel/ religious/ pop/ rock/ sungura/ jazz/ Rnb/ Dance-
Hall/ Reggae/ Country/ House/ ElectronicMusic

Hobbies Cooking/ Mountain climbing/ /fishing/ e-gaming/ sport-
ing/ Dance Hall/ singing/ watching TV

Food All types of beans/ vegetables, fruit, herbs, spices/Ground
nuts and seeds/ Bread/ milk/ poultry eggs/ meat/ grains/
aquatic foods

�e likes were also classified as well as shown in Table 4.6. �e purpose was to find the

relationship between the likes (sport/technology/music/news etc) of the users and their

contexts.
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4.3.5.1 Relationship between user profiles and user preferences from association
rules

�e apriori algorithm produces some association rules that shows the relationship be-

tween user-contextual parameters and user-preferences. �ese are some of the associ-

ation rules and corresponding likes that were retrieved from the output of the apriori

algorithm.

1. Like(s): Dairy products;Eggs;Meat;Cereals;Seafood

Association rules found: 7
1 RelationRecord(
2 items=frozenset({’Male’, ’Married’, ’101-1 000’}),
3 support=1.0,
4 ordered-statistics=[
5 OrderedStatistic(
6 items-base=frozenset({’Male’, ’101-1 000’}),
7 items-add=frozenset({’Married’}),
8 confidence=1.0,
9 lift=1.0

10 ),
11 OrderedStatistic(
12 items-base=frozenset({’Married’, ’101-1 000’}),
13 items-add=frozenset({’Male’}),
14 confidence=1.0,
15 lift=1.0
16 ),
17 OrderedStatistic(
18 items-base=frozenset({’Married’, ’Male’}),
19 items-add=frozenset({’101-1 000’}),
20 confidence=1.0,
21 lift=1.0
22 )
23 ]
24 ) \\
25

Code block 1: Sample association rule: User profile vs food preferences

�is rule show that marriedmales who get an income in the range of US$101-1000

per month preferred dairy products, eggs, meat, cereals and sea food with confi-

dence value of 1.0 and lift value of 1.0.
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2. Like(s): Soccer;Rugby

Association rules found: 7
1 RelationRecord(
2 items=frozenset({’1001-10 000’, ’Immediate Family’, ’Married’})

,
3 support=1.0,
4 ordered-statistics=[
5 OrderedStatistic(
6 items-base=frozenset({’1001-10 000’, ’Immediate

Family’}),
7 items-add=frozenset({’Married’}),
8 confidence=1.0,
9 lift=1.0

10 ),
11 OrderedStatistic(
12 items-base=frozenset({’1001-10 000’, ’Married

’}),
13 items-add=frozenset({’Immediate Family’}),
14 confidence=1.0,
15 lift=1.0
16 ),
17 OrderedStatistic(
18 items-base=frozenset({’Immediate Family’, ’

Married’}),
19 items-add=frozenset({’1001-10 000’}),
20 confidence=1.0,
21 lift=1.0
22 )
23 ]
24 )\\
25

Code block 2: Sample Association Rule: User profile vs sport preferences

�is rule shows that married people who have an income in the range of US$1001-

10000 per month, and who stay with their immediate families like/prefer Soccer

and Rugby, and this had confidence=1.0 and lift=1.0.
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3. Like(s): Information Technology;Sensors;Entertainment andMedia

Association rules found: 15
1 RelationRecord(
2 items=frozenset({’Tertiary’, ’Immediate Family’, ’Married’, ’

Male’}),
3 support=1.0,
4 ordered-statistics=[
5 OrderedStatistic(
6 items-base=frozenset({’Immediate Family’, ’

Married’, ’Male’}), items-add=frozenset({’Tertiary’}),
7 confidence=1.0,
8 lift=1.0
9 ),

10 OrderedStatistic(
11 items-base=frozenset({’Tertiary’, ’Immediate

Family’, ’Male’}), items-add=frozenset({’Married’}),
12 confidence=1.0,
13 lift=1.0
14 ),
15 OrderedStatistic(
16 items-base=frozenset({’Tertiary’, ’Immediate

Family’, ’Married’}), items-add=frozenset({’Male’}),
17 confidence=1.0,
18 lift=1.0
19 ),
20 OrderedStatistic(
21 items-base=frozenset({’Tertiary’, ’Married’, ’

Male’}), items-add=frozenset({’Immediate Family’}),
22 confidence=1.0,
23 lift=1.0
24 )
25 ]
26 )\\
27

Code block 3: Sample Association Rule: User profile vs technology preferences

�is rule also showed that married males who have tertiary education, who stay

with immediate families preferred Information Technology; Sensors; Entertain-

ment and Media with confidence=1.0 and lift=1.0. From these few rules it can be

seen that [Gender, marital-status, family setup and income]mainly has a fair rela-

tionship with users’ tastes or likes.

4.3.6 Analysis on First Data set

�e list of rules generated from apriori algorithm were saved in a text file. �is text file

was analysed by python libraries, the source code can be accessed on GitHub. Graphs

were generated which demonstrate the relationship between user-contextual parame-

https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/First_analysis.ipynb
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Figure 12:User context in relation to Support ratio

ters with support ratio as well as confidence values. Looking at Figure 12, the results

demonstrate that there are user contexts which are more associated with people’s likes

and these can have more predictive power to estimate user tastes or preferences. in Fig-

ure 12, those contexts have the highest support ratio value(0.14). In this case we found

thatuser-contextualparameters in this set [Hobbies,Mood,Emotional state, Family setup,

Religion and Gender] are strongly associated with user likes or they are tightly coupled

with likes. �is work does not claim that this list of user contexts is exhaustive. �ere

maybe other user contexts which might be very significant in terms of predicting user

tastes. However this work found that this list might be of help to researchers and devel-

opers of CARS, when they choose user contexts to incorporate in recommendation algo-

rithms.

Figure 13 shows a bar graph that demonstrates the relationship between user contexts

and their corresponding confidence values derived from the association rules. From the

association rules, eachcontext inFigure 13was found inanyof the 160 rules thatweregen-

erated. �ese 160 rules had their associated confidence values. �erefore user-contexts

like user expertise where found in rules with confidence value less than 1.0. However

there are user contexts like Hobbies, Mood, Marital status, Family setup, Home area,
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Figure 13:User contexts in relation to Confidence value.

Religion and Gender. �ese were mostly found in rules with a confidence factor of 1.0,

meaning these are quite dominant in terms of association with user’s preferences or

tastes. ComparingFigures 12 and 13,we can see that theseuser-contexts [Hobbies,Mood,

Family setup, Religion andGender] significantly dominate as contextual features that es-

timate user choices. �us, CARS can incorporate these user-contexts during recommen-

dations so that users’ may be satisfied by recommendations given by algorithms.

4.3.7 Analysis on SecondData set

A second experiment was done with another data set with 306 people’s profiles together

with their likes. Using python libraries, graphs were generated which demonstrate the

relationshipbetweenuser-contextual parameterswith support ratio aswell as confidence

values. �e source code can be accessed here. Looking at Figure 14, the results demon-

strate that there are user contexts which have more predictive power to estimate user

tastesorpreferences. OnFigure 14, those contextshave thehighest support ratio value(0.14).

In this case we found that the user-contextual parameters with highest predictive power

are [mood, cooking, gender, family setup, religion and type of music]. �e apriori algo-

rithm using the support ratio alone identified this list of parameters as the most domi-

https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/Test-Set.csv
https://github.com/kavuur/CARS-Research/blob/main/TestSet-Experiment.ipynb
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Figure 14:User context in relation to Support ratio on test set

nant to be associated with user likes/tastes.

Figure 15 shows a bar graph that demonstrates the relationship between user contexts

and their corresponding confidence values derived from the association rules in the test

set. Figure 15 shows that this list of parameters [mood, hobby, marital status, residen-

tial location, gender, family setup, religion,music]were identified to bemuch associated

with user likes. Comparing Figures 14 and 15, onewould see that these contexts [Hobbies,

Mood, Family setup, Religion, type of Music and Gender] significantly dominate as con-

textual features that resonate with user choices. Looking at the first analysis with a first

data set of 270 user profiles and the second test of the algorithm with 306 user profiles

it seems that [Hobbies, Mood, Family setup, Religion and Gender] came up as the opti-

mal set of user-contextual parameters which are tightly coupled with user tastes. �us,

CARS can incorporate these user-contexts during recommendations so that algorithms

can predict novel and serendipitous recommendations which are tightly coupled with

user tastes.
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Figure 15:User contexts in Test set relating to Confidence value.

Table 4.7:Dominant contextual parameters and how they relate to literature

DominantContextual Parame-
ters found in this paper

Citations

Hobbies/current-activity/day-
type

[IL16], [Har+17], [Lit+17], [NT14]

Mood/emotions [IL16], [KFG15], [APO18], [Har+17], [Lit+17]
Family-
setup/relations/companions

[Fat18], [Har+17], [Col+15], [Col+18], [Lit+17]

Religion Nothing was found
Gender [Har+17], [Col+18], [Agh18], [Lit+17]

4.3.7.1 Dominant contextual parameters and how they relate to literature

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 were derived from the literature review spreadsheet. �e purpose was

to demonstrate how the dominant contextual parameters found in this research project

compare with literature. In other terms, we wanted to find out if they were used in liter-

ature and howmany articles mentioned or used them.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 shows what was found in this research as compared with literature.

As shown inTables 4.7 and 4.8 user location, companions/friends and timewere themost

used contextual parameters in literature. However from this research user mood/emo-

tions was found as the best to estimate user preferences. From Table 4.7 it is clear that

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fhloh5xZnT8jbaloGKkF-75Lbmc7RwIuTQGYLAoykZA/edit#gid=0
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Table 4.8: Frequently used Contextual Parameters found in literature

Frequently used Contextual
Parameters found in literature

Citations

location [KFG15], [RAL16], [Ing+14], [Har+17], [Col+15],
[Col+18], [Lit+17], [NT14], [BAC17], [HCS18],
[CSS15]

time [Fat18], [RAL16], [Har+17], [Col+15], [Agh18],
[Lit+17], [BAC17]

likes [RAL16], [Har+17], [Agh18], [Lit+17], [NT14]
age [Har+17], [Col+18], [Lit+17], [NT14]
companions [Fat18], [Har+17], [Col+15], [Col+18], [Lit+17]

other four contextual parameters found in this research project were also used in the lit-

erature although the numberswere quite few. �ismight be the case that researchers did

not get their value yet in estimatingusers’ preferences, yet this researchproject prove that

they are important as well. �ere was no paper that was found during the literature re-

view that used religion as a contextual parameter to predict user tastes. However this

research project found that religion is one of the key contextual parameters that can es-

timate or predict people’s tastes. �is research project used two data sets of 270 and 306

users respectively and it might be possible that using a data set of a billion users, results

mightdiffer. However the researchersbelieve that thismethod is thebest to identify valu-

able user-contextual parameters that can be used by CARS developers even with a data

set of a billion users. �e implementation of a context-aware recommender algorithm

using these 5 contextual parameters was reserved for future work.

In summary, the results presented in this section show that rules which include user

mood, hobbies, gender, family setup and religion always had a confidence of 1.0, mean-

ing that the frequent sets of those contexts were always found having the same interests.

�erefore, the research project brings about a very important concept that can be used by

developers to pick the best user contexts which bring value to CARS.

4.4 �eRecommendation Approach

�eprevious sections have explained the significance of different user contextual knowl-

edge, this sectionexplores theprocessesof accessingcontextual knowledge, creatinguser

models and predicting user preferences from contextual knowledge/parameters.
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4.4.1 Accessing User Contextual Knowledge

Proper user contextual knowledge can be found from two sources: either psychometric

surveys or social media. Chao Yang demonstrates how psychometric surveys can give al-

most the same result as social media analysis when predicting users’ preferences on dif-

ferent brands based on their personal traits [Yan+15]. �eir research concluded that peo-

ple with certain personal traits prefer certain brands. Chao Yang and his team gathered

specific user’s personal traits from both psychometric surveys and tweets from Twitter.

�e psychometric survey asked users to state their personal values and individual needs

then pick their favourite brand. �ey found that after mining the same individual’s ac-

count from twitter and analysing their sentiments they were able to predict the individ-

ual’s brand preferenceswith an 86% accuracy rate. �emain advantage of this research is

that they proved it is possible to use personal traits gathered from socialmedia to predict

a people’s likes.

�e format of the user information can come in two forms, i. Bag of words from sen-

timents ii. Keywords from social media profiles and activities. In this research we used

keywords derived from social media profiles and activities but we found it interesting

that theother route for sentimentanalysis canbe followedusing theprinciplesof content-

based-filtering approach.

Social media through APIs give access to applications to get some information about

their users, if the user gives permission to access information to an application. �is

information is rich in knowledge if used by a recommender algorithm, and this is the ap-

proach which this research took. We have classified this information as general profile

and activity as shown as in Table 3.1. �e general profile is somehow static and it doesn’t

change regularly and is not normally affected by time and events, moreover this cate-

gory does not give more information about the movement of the user such as, change of

tastes or general activities that the specified user does. �e activity category is rich in the

user’s whereabouts. Change of location(for example a user can tag himself/herself on a

particular location, or can notify friends on social media that he/she is flying to a certain
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location), soccer team support, movie likes, friends list update, currency etc. �e activity

class supplies contemporary knowledge about a user’s context. �e information in the

table 3.1 can be accessed in the form of variables from social media.

4.4.2 Modelling User-Preferences for Recommendations

RS users are naturally found in different contexts [Kni+12], [Agg16]. A user’s location or

place of stay can bear significant influence on his/her preferences in terms of things like

dress, food, technology, mode of transport, recreation and so on [Lev+12]. �e user’s

comprehensive contextual parameters can define that user to some extent. Contextual

parameters like mood can be affected by different situations, circumstances and events

like (birthdays, graduation day or funeral time). �ese parameters also include one’s

economic status i.e(profession, social status, wealth etc.). When an algorithm incorpo-

rate comprehensive contextual parameters, that algorithmcould at least offer reasonable

novel recommendations.

It is this knowledge that can help an algorithm to predict novel and serendipitous rec-

ommendations to the user without losing relevance. �is approach creates dynamic rec-

ommendations sincewhen the user changes context his/her neighbourhood changes de-

pending on the category of the profile that has changed( either social, cultural, psycho-

logical or economic). �erefore if the category changes the user starts to get new recom-

mendations from the newneighbourhood and it’s highly likely that some of these recom-

mendations are novel and serendipitous.

�e structure of the data that we are using demand the use of Jaccard similarity as the

best function to determine similarities of profiles so that neighbourhoods can be com-

puted. Computing the Jaccard similaritymetric between two people’s profiles p1, p2 is as

follows:

J(p1, p2) =
(|P(p1)INTERSECTIONP(p2)|

|P(p1)UNIONP(p2)|
[Lev+ 12]

Using Jaccard coefficient to Calculate Similarities betweenUseri andUsern profiles,
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J(ui, un) =
Si ∩ Sn
Si ∪ Sn

+
Ci ∩ Cn
Ci ∪ Cn

+
Pi ∩ Pn
Pi ∪ Pn

+
Ei ∩ En
Ei ∪ En

Graham Jenson used the Jaccard similarity metric, as a function J, to calculate the sim-

ilarity between people using their histories, (History : meaning what people have done

on certain items). �e similarity between two people p1, p2 is the Jaccardmetric between

their two histories

J(p1, p2) =
(|H(p1)INTERSECTIONH(p2)|

|H(p1)UNIONH(p2)|

Given that Tanaka liked the hobbit and hated the x-men, where Panashe only hated the

x-men.

• H(Panashe) = <hate, x-men>

• H(Tanaka) = <like, hobbit>, <hate, x-men>

• H(Tanaka) INTERSECTIONH(Panashe) = <hate, x-men> with cardinality 1

• H(Tanaka) UNIONH(Panashe) = <like, hobbit>, <hate, x-men> with cardinality 2

• �e similarity between Tanaka and Panashe is therefore

J(Tanaka, Panashe) =
1

2

4.4.2.1 Similarity of User-Profiles

�egeneral idea behind themodelling approach is that profiles with the same contextual

parameters in these classes i.e same social, cultural, psychological and economic con-

text are likely to be interested in the same things. Similarity of profiles can be computed

using any of these metrics namely: Jaccard, Pearson correlation function and euclidean

distance. Table 4.9 illustrated the difference and similarity of these functions.

�e Jaccard functionwas chosen because of the nature of the data that was being used in

this research. It is statistic function that is used to compare the similarity of sets. It is ad-

vantageous because it always work with finite sets. �e Jaccard index ranges from 0 and

1.0, 0 meaning profiles are not similar and 1 meaning they are very similar. It was intro-

duced by Professor Jaccard [MT15]. Many researchers of RS have used it in their diverse
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Table 4.9: Similarity Measure Functions [Les14],[KG13]

Jaccard Euclidean Distance Cosine Pearson Correlation

Similarity of finite
sets

Distance between
data points

Distance measure
function

Linear correlation

Canworkwith strings Work with vectors of
real numbers

Work with vectors
with integers

Linear correlational
relationships

Easy with social me-
dia profiles

Computationally
expensive with social
media data

Weak in clustering al-
gorithms

Weak with complex
relationships among
data points

Best for content-
based recommenda-
tions

Good for collaborative
filtering algorithms

Good for collaborative
filtering algorithms

Good for collaborative
filtering algorithms

work to calculate the similarity of different types of content especially in content-based

RS [Lev+12], [MT15], [MTO07], [SPA15], [KC14], [SNC16], [Les14], [MT15].

4.4.2.2 Graphical Representation of the Computational�eory

Calculating similarity can be represented perfectly in a graphical setup. �e distance

between vertices (which represent user profiles) resembles the similarity of profiles. A

graph is defined as an ordered triple (V(G), E(G), ψG. Where V( G) is a nonempty set of

vertices, E(G) is a set of edges andψG which is associated with each edge of G as an un-

ordered pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G.ψG is therefore the similarity co-

efficient value that depicts the similarity between two vertices. If e is an edge and u and

v are vertices such thatψG(e) =uv=0.9, then e is said to be joining u and v; 0.9 shows the

similarity value of the two vertices and depict that u and v are very similar.

Given a scenario as follows where:

G=(V(G), E(G),ψG)

V( G)=user1, user2, user3, user4, user5, user6, user7 ,user8

E(G)= e1, e2, e3, e4, e5,e6,e7

Suppose at some unique time tψG is depicted as follows:

ψG(e1)= user1 user2=0.8,

ψG(e2)= user1 user3=0.7,

ψG(e3)= user4 user2=0.1,

ψG(e4)= user5 user6=0.5,
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Figure 16: Similarity of user profiles.

ψG(e5)= user3 user4=0.3,

ψG(e6)= user4 user7=0.5,

ψG(e7)= user4 user8=0.6

If the distance between two vertices ranges from 0.5-1, then it means that the profiles

are similar. Since the Jaccard values range from 0-1, the mean value in the range is 0.5,

therefore if the Jaccard value is from 0-0.4 it means the profiles are not similar and if the

Jaccard value ranges from0.5-1.0 itmeans the profiles are similar. �e other assumption

is that similar profiles have a highprobability of similar preferences. �erefore, fromFig-

ure 16, user 4 will be recommended items liked by users 7 and 8. Looking at the graph,

we can conclude that user 8 and user 7 are likely to be similar since they are both similar

to user 4. �erefore according to the HUC algorithm, both are likely to be recommended

items liked by user 4. If it is on a social network user 7 will be recommended as a friend

to user 8.
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4.4.2.3 Efficiency in Computing Recommendations

Novel and serendipitous recommendations are normally experienced when dealing with

activeprofiles especiallyduringneighbourhoodscomputation. When thenumberofusers

grows exponentially, computing the Jaccard similarity between all active users becomes

resource intensive. �is will affect negatively the performance of the algorithm. �ere-

fore the number of active users considered during neighbourhood computation should

be reduced. Decision tree algorithm was found effective in this business since the data

come as sets, it will be easy to make dynamic classification of profiles using the decision

tree algorithm. �e way it works is that when a new profile comes in, the profile will be

classified in a specific class based on the parameters in the profile, within the class an-

other process is evoked to computeneighbourhoodsor (sets of very similar profiles) using

the Jaccard function. �is whole process bring about themuch needed dynamism in RSs

since classes and neighbours of a profile changes as the profile is updated by activities

and context changes.

4.4.2.4 Classification using the ID3 decision tree

�e ID3 version of a decision tree start by calculating entropy,which is a statisticalmetric

that measures the impurity of the data set. Given a set S of user profiles, which contains

two classes: Positive(meaning profile did the anticipated action) and Negative(meaning

did not do the anticipated action), entropy with respect to this Boolean classification is:

Entropy(S) = −p(positive)log2p(positive)¯p(negative)log2p(negative)

Where ppositive is the probability of positive examples in S and pnegative is the prob-

ability of negative examples in S.

Informationgain is themeasureof the expected reduction inentropy. It decideswhich

among the attributes of the concerned user’s profile (the user that we want to classify)

goes into a decision node(which attribute can be used to split the set). To minimize the

decision tree depth, the attribute with themost entropy reduction is the best choice. �e

subset returned by a splitting decisionmust have a size of greater or equal to 50 profiles,
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when the size get to less than 50, the splitting process stops and the user of concern is

then classified.

Gain(n) = Entropy(n)¯([weightedaverage] ∗ entropy) (4.1)

Gain(S,A) = Entropy(S)Oentropy−
∑

x∈values

(A)|Sv|/|S| ∗ Entropy(Sv) (4.2)

S = Each value v of all possible values of attribute A (4.3)

Sv = Subset of S for which attribute A has value v (4.4)

|Sv| = Number of elements in Sv (4.5)

|S| = Number of elements in S (4.6)

Given that on an e-commerce platform at a certain moment, a profile was about to be

classified into a certain class which shares the same set of user-contextual parameters

using the ID3 decision tree. A set of profiles together with their transactional history

(whether they have bought or not on the e-commerce platform) was retrieved from the

platform as shown in Table 4.10. �ese very short profiles will be used to demonstrate

how the ID3 decision tree can compute the class ofuseri. In column action, 1 represents

that the user bought something, 0 represents that the user did not buy anything.

�e attributes maybe{age-range,gender,location,hometown,time period,profession},

and they can have the following values:

age-range={10-15,15-23,23-32,33-45}

gender=F,M

location={Kigali, Pretoria, Joburg, Mogadishu, Lagos}
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Table 4.10: A short blueprint of user profiles

user age-range gender timeperiod action

1 20-25 F morning 1
2 25-30 F afternoon 1
3 20-25 M evening 0
4 30-35 M morning 1
5 35-40 F afternoon 0
6 35-40 M afternoon 1
7 35-40 F morning 1
8 20-25 F afternoon 1
useri 20-25 M morning 1

hometown={Kigali, Butare, Harare, Luanda, Newyork}

time period={morning, afternoon, evening}

profession={IT, film, academic, indigenous, medical, education}

Weneed to findwhich attributewill be the first decision node in the decision tree.

Entropy(S) =— (7/9) Log2 (7/9) — (2/9) Log2 (2/9) = 0.764

Gain(S,gender) = Entropy(S) — (5/9)* Entropy(SF) —(4/9)*Entropy(SM)

= 0.764- (5/9)* 0.7219— (4/9)* 0.811

=0.723

Entropy(SF)=— (4/5)*log2(4/5) — (1/5)*log2(1/5) = 0.7219

Entropy(SM)=— (3/4)*log2(3/4) — (1/4)*log2(1/4) = 0.811

Gain(S, time period)= 0.612

Looking at the scenario above, information gain of other attributes is less than 0.723,

therefore genderwill be used as thefirst decisionnode.Useri endup in the class ofmales

who made their transactions in the morning. Classification will continue until the class

size is reduced to less or equal to 50 then the class ofuseri will be returned to othermod-

ules of the HUC algorithm for further computation. As shown in figure 17 useri will be

in the same class as user4. �erefore, a similarity function will be called to compute the

similarity between useri and user4.
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Figure 17: A snippet of the decision tree

When a profile’s contextual parameters changes (the change might be in any of these:

social, cultural, psychological or economic context) the ID3model is executed again and

the class of that profile changes resulting in a new neighbourhood (since similarity of

profiles is always computed due to profile updates). Predicted preferences will be com-

puted from the current neighbourhood. �erefore the algorithm will not be stuck with

past and irrelevant preferences. Novelty and serendipity will come as a by product of the

dynamism occurring in classes and neighbourhoods. �e first preference of items to be

recommended comes from recent acted items within the neighbourhood.

4.5 Summary

�is chapter explores all theoretical contributions that have been made in this research

project, from user-centric conceptual framework, to the theory of preferences, and fi-

nally to the modelling of user preferences. It is a report of a new method of looking at

the recommendation problem using the concepts which have been discussed in CARS

research and RS research in general. �emajor problem addressed in this chapter is the

inadequacy of user-contextual parameters used by CARS, to foster the actual preferences

for users in a bid to offer dynamic and novel recommendations [Ung+16], [Har+17]. �e

theory highlighted that this problem had caused algorithms to lose relevance with time

[LH14]. �e evidence being low retentions rates with time, lack of timely adaptive, user-
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specific, novel and serendipitous recommendations. �is is also seen as timely ineffi-

ciency in recommender systems [JWK14], [Var15], [Hid+16].



CHAPTER 5
Evaluation ofHolistic User

Context-Aware algorithm: AUniversity
Student Social Network

5.1 Introduction

�is chapter shows the application of the theoretical aspects discussed in chapter four.

It demonstrates how the theoretical issues discussed in chapter four were applied in a

HolisticUserContext-Aware (HUC)Recommender algorithm, and it’s evaluationona live

student social network. �e experiments gives a demonstration of how comprehensive

user-contextual parameters can solve the research problem. CARS have proved to have

the capacity to provide novel and relevant recommendations according to changing user

needs [AT08], [Lit+17], [APO18]. Research in recommendation systems (RS) has turned

focus to CARS since the process of incorporating user-contextual parameters in RS is

an effective approach in terms of bringing about relevant recommendations [APO18],

[Agh18], [Sun+16], [CSS15]. CARShave createdmany advantages inRS, even if users have

a limited number of initial ratings, personalized recommendations are realised [RAL16],

[BAC17].

�is chapter discusses the incorporation of comprehensive user-contextual param-

eters into a recommender algorithm using the contextual modeling approach and its

demonstration in a practical situation. It shows:

• �e transition from the theory discussed in chapter four to computational aspects

77
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by conducting an experiment with the Holistic Context-Aware algorithm (HUC),

• A deployment of the algorithm to a working live platform,

• An evaluation of the algorithm in view of solving the research problem and,

• A discussion of the results found, and their significance.

5.2 �eHUCRecommender Algorithm

�eHUC is an algorithm that generates product recommendations to the user and it al-

lows developers to add plugins for domain specific tasks. �e general description of the

algorithm is that when a user is new on a platform and has not actioned any item, the al-

gorithmwill look for thisnewuser’s profile (social, cultural, psychological andeconomic),

thenfindotherswhohave similar profiles. Afterfindinguserswith similar profiles, items

actioned by these similar profiles are retrieved and association-rulemining is performed

to find frequent items that are actionedmostly by these similar profiles. After this stage,

the new user is recommended frequently actioned items by similar profiles. If the user is

not new meaning the user has some history of actioned items, this user will go through

the same process as the process above, the difference being that similar profiles will be

only derived from users who have actioned the same items as this particular user.

5.2.1 Analysis of Terminology

P = <s, c, k, e> is a tuple that represents the profile for a user where the order of the el-

ements in the tuple is important. �e order of items within s, c, k and e is important as

well. Within s = <s1, . . . , s7>, si is a social attribute (relationship-status, age-range, gen-

der, education, likes, political-affiliation, social status). c = <c1, . . . , c5>, cj is a cultural

attribute (religion, current-location, home-town, timezone/time-period, language). k =

<k1, . . . ,k4>,kx is apsychological attribute (birthday, friends-birthday,movies, upcoming-

events). e = <e1, . . . , e5>, ey is an economic attribute (currency, work-history, profession,

residential-category).

I = {x: x is an item/product},

Ip ={x: x ∈ I AND x is recommended to some user profile P },

Ip ⊂ I ,
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U = {P: P is a user profile },

O = {Pt: Pt ∈ U AND t ≤ T ,

T is particular time point, t is any arbitrary time point when P is created },

R = {P: P ∈ O AND ∃x∈ I AND isActive(P, x) },

M = {Q: ∀Q ∈ R, some P∈ U, JaccardSimilarity(P, Q)≥ similaritythreshold(0.5)},

R⊆ U,

M ⊆ R.

If we want to test whether or not a profile P is active on a product x we use the Boolean

function isActive(P, x).

For a user to get recommendations, the user’s profile (<s, c, k, e>) is gathered first to-

gether with other profiles with the recent actions on the platform. �e user’s profile and

other profiles with recent actions are used by the computeSimilarProfiles process in Fig-

ure 18 to return profiles that are similar to the user in question. �e collection of similar

profiles is often a very big dataset. �erefore, there is a process within the computeSim-

ilarProfiles that implements a decision tree to trim the dataset and return profiles that

are in the same set with the concerned user. �e similar profiles are then used to com-

pute frequentItemsActionedbySimilarProfiles this process implement the apriori algorithm.

�is algorithm returns items which are commonly preferred by people who have similar

profiles to that of the user in question. �e items might be news articles, degree pro-

grammes, hotels, books etc. �ese items are then recommended to the user. All other

algorithms defined in this section support these main processes. �e history of recom-

mendations will be logged in a file listofallRecommendations, this was done to analyse the

performance of the algorithm.

ComputeRecommendations computes the recommendations, it starts by passing ex-

isting profiles/users to ComputeSimilarProfile. ComputeSimilarProfile begin by extract-

ing active profiles from the given list of profiles, then it computes and extract similar

profiles to the logged in profile P from the active profiles, finally it will retain a list of
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Figure 18: Sequence of events in the recommendation process.

similar profiles. ComputeRecommendations then computes frequent items actioned by

similar profiles by calling ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile. �ese frequent sets
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of items are the ones recommended to the target profile. �e time complexity for algo-

rithm 4 (ComputeRecommendations) algorithm is mainly determined by the time com-

plexity of ComputeSimilarProfile and ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile which is

O(n2).

1 ComputeRecommendations
2 INPUT: I,P,O
3 OUTPUT: Ir(items to recommend to P)
4 Begin
5 M=(ComputeSimilarProfile(P,O)
6 Items_on_demand = ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile(M,I,P)
7 Ir = Items_on_demand
8 return Ir
9 End

Code block 4: Compute Recommendations

Algorithm 5 computes the similarity of user profiles. Given a list of profiles, it first

picks profiles of active users and then computes the similarity between these profiles

and the profile of the targeted user. Jaccard Similarity algorithm performs the under-

lying work of computing similarity. �e time complexity of ComputeSimilarProfile is as

follows:

Suppose: T(n)= Time function of an algorithm or the time needed to compute the al-

gorithm

T(computeProfileClassSet(P,O))=nlogn

T(JaccardSimilarity(m, u))=n2, where n is the size of m or u.

T(R)=T(isActive)=1

T(M)=T(JaccardSimilarity(m, u))=n2

T(ComputeSimilarProfile)=T(M)+T(R)+T(computeProfileClassSet(P,O))

=n2+n2+nlogn

O(ComputeSimilarProfile) ∼= O(n2)
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1 ComputeSimilarProfile
2 INPUT: P,O
3 OUTPUT: M
4 Begin
5 C = computeProfileClassSet(P,O)
6 R = {r: r in C and isActive(r,I)}
7 k = 0.5; (Jaccard coefficient threshold for highly similar profiles)
8 M = {m: m in R AND JaccardSimilarity(m, P) >= k, for all m}
9 return M

10 End

Code block 5: Compute Similar Profile

Algorithm 6make use of the association rule mining (apriori algorithm) to compute fre-

quent item sets. �e main purpose of this algorithm is to come up with a set of items

which are frequently actioned (accessed or selected) by the set of similar profiles. �e

actions might be (searching, clicking, rating etc). It’s time complexity is as follows: Sup-

pose:n= number of unique items in set I to be used to generate freqSet

T(freqSet)= T(Apriori)=n // time to compute the set freqSet is equal to the time to com-

pute the apriori algorithm

T(T)=T(isActive)=1 // time to compute the set T is equal to the time to compute the func-

tion isActive

T(It)=T(isActive)=1

T(ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile)= T(It)+ T(T)+T(freqSet)

=1+1+n O(ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile) ∼= O(n)
1 ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile
2 INPUT: M,P,I
3 OUTPUT: Ir(set of items actioned by M)
4 Begin
5 freqSet = Apriori(M,I,P)
6 Im = {X:X in I AND isActive(M,X),for all X}
7 if(|freqSet|<=2):# the set of items frequently actioned by Similar

profiles is too small
8 Ir = {i:i in (Im U freqSet)}
9 else:

10 Ir = {i:i in freqSet}
11 return Ir
12 End

Code block 6: Compute Items Actioned by Similar Profile

Algorithm 7 reducing the list of profiles to be used during similarity computation. Its

main purpose is to reduce the computational time of the ComputeSimilarProfile func-

tion by classifying the target profile in a certain class of profiles based on the contextual

parameters. �is process avoids computing similarity between the target profile with all
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activeprofiles. �is algorithmmakeuseof the ID3 decision tree algorithm. ComputePro-

fileClassSet divides a big list of active profiles to classes of atmost 50 profiles each. Com-

puteSimilarProfile will then compute similar profiles from these small classes. �e time

complexity of this algorithm is shown: Suppose: n is the number of nodes in a decision

tree

T(O)=1

T(Vo)= 1

T(ga[i])=T(Entropy)= nlogn

T(Go)= T(Entropy)= nlogn

T(Od)= T(Entropy)= nlogn

T(computeProfileClassSet)=T(O)+T(Vo)+T(ga[i])+T(Go)+T(Od)

= 1+1+nlogn+nlogn+nlogn

O(computeProfileClassSet)∼= O(nlogn)
1 computeProfileClassSet
2 INPUT: P,O
3 OUTPUT: Od(set of profiles in same class as Pu )
4 Begin
5 T = {x:x is a user attribute}
6 O = {x: x = <v1,...,vn>, vi in Dom(ai), ai in T, i=1,2,...,n, n=len(T)}
7 V[O] {x:x in DomO(ai), ai in T and there exists va[i]:x = va[i] in

tuple, some tuple in O } # all distinct values of ai in O
8 ga[i] = Entropy(O) - sum(V[o](|Ox|/|Oa[i]|.Entropy(Ox))
9 Go = {<x,y>: y=ga[i] i=1,2,...,n, n=|T|, there exists ai:ai= x in T }

10 Od = {P:P in O, and for all Pa[i] in P there exists ai : ga[i]=maxy(G0
)}

11 if(|Od|<=50):
12 return Od
13 End

Code block 7: Compute Profile ClassSet

isActivewhich is thefifth algorithm just check if a particular profile is active onaplatform

or not. �e time complexity for isActive algorithm is only O(1), since there is only one

operation that check if a condition is True or False.
1 isActive
2 INPUT: P,i
3 OUTPUT: bool(True or False)
4 Begin
5 isActive = False
6 ACTIONS = {click, search, rate, bought }
7 A = {x:x is recent action on i by P AND x in ACTIONS }
8 if(A not = {}):
9 isActive = True

10 return isActive
11 End
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Code block 8: isActive

Jaccard Similarity function takes two sets of items and return a value from a range of

0-1, 1 meaning the sets are very similar 0 meaning they are not similar. Its known time

complexity is as follows: T(JaccardSimilarity)=O(n2), where n= number of items in sets

involved in the computation.
1 JaccardSimilarity
2 INPUT: Pi,Pj
3 OUTPUT:k(similarity value)
4 Begin
5 k =[(Pi or Pj)/ (Pi or Pj)]
6 return k
7 End

Code block 9: JaccardSimilarity

�e Apriori algorithm implements the association rule mining technique. It compute

the frequent set using a threshold value. Its time complexity is O(n) , where n= number

of unique items in set Im or in the set of all transactions.
1 Apriori
2 INPUT: M,I,P
3 OUTPUT: F(set of items frequently actioned by M)
4 Begin
5 k = 0.25;(support threshold)
6 Im = {X:X in I AND isActive(M,X),for all X}
7 FrequentSets = {X:Support(X,len(Im))>=k, X in Im}
8 F={i: i in X and X in FrequentSets, for all X}
9 return F

10 End

Code block 10: Apriori

�e given time complexity for the entropy algorithm is O(nlogn), where n is the number

of nodes in the decision tree.
1 Entropy
2 INPUT: O
3 OUTPUT: Entropy Value
4 Begin
5 Entropy = -(|O+|/|O|) Log2 (|O+|/|O|) - (|O-|/|O|) Log2 (|O-|/|O|)
6 # O+ number of profiles in O with positive actions
7 return Entropy
8 End

Code block 11: Entropy
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1 Support
2 INPUT: X(set of items),len(Im)(number of items transacted)
3 OUTPUT: Sratio(support ratio of X)
4 Begin
5 count=0
6 for all i in Im
7 if(i==X)
8 count=count+1
9 Sratio= (count/len(Im))* 100

10 return Sratio
11 End

Code block 12: Support

5.3 Methods and Tools

�eHUCalgorithmwas evaluatedusing experimental online evaluation techniques since

it was hosted on Unipals a growing social network site for Zimbabwean universities stu-

dents. �is site is mainly is used by university employees and students and when the

evaluation process was done the users of the social site were mainly students and staff

members from different universities across Africa. By the time it was tested in Decem-

ber 2018, the platformhad 1486 users and the number is still going up. �e 1486 userswas

a good sample size for a reasonable online evaluation.

Aim and Objectives of the experiment: To find out how the algorithm cope with the dy-

namics of user likes and expectations and towhat extent does it offer novel and serendip-

itous recommendations.

Background: �e algorithm can be integrated with a web/mobile application that pro-

vides recommendation services to its clientele. When a client is interacting with an ap-

plication, the client’s data and segmented history is sent to the algorithm so that it will

compute recommendations. After computation, the algorithm returns items for recom-

mendations which would then be presented to the client’s interface. �is procedure is

shown in Figure 19.

Procedure: In this experiment the HUCwas integrated with Unipals. �e source code

of the algorithm is found here github. �e algorithm recommends friends. According to

the structure of the algorithm, it recommends items which are frequetly being accessed

by people of similar contextual parameters. �erefore in the context of Unipals it recom-

http://www.unipals.co.zw
http://www.unipals.co.zw
https://github.com/kavuur/recommender/blob/master/Kavu.php
http://www.unipals.co.zw
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Figure 19: Experimental Setup: Clients Interacting with the HUC algorithm

mends people of the same contextual parameters and pals who were frequently getting

in touch with people of the same contextual parameters. �e users’ profiles which are

mainly composed of social, cultural, psychological, economic context are implicitly built

as the user interacts with the platform. �e profiles which were used by the algorithm

consists of location, countryOfOrigin, time, friends, age, gender, picture-tags, language,

likes, hobbies and interests. �is list of comprehensive user-contextual parameters in-

creases the confidence of the algorithm to offer novel recommendations. �e algorithm

computes and then recommends friends to the subject/target user. �e summarizedpro-

cedure of the whole process is depicted in Figure 19. Since this was a live online exper-

iment, the users were not aware that the algorithm was under test. �e algorithm cap-

tured how the target user responded to recommendations.

DatasetDesignandPreparation: �e interactionof userswith the site and the interac-

tion of users with the algorithmwas logged and saved in a .csv file which can be accessed

on log file. For security reasons, the user profile data is not given for analysis. �e infor-

mation which was captured during the transactions is shown on Table 5.1.

http://sixpence.co.zw/kavu/statistics.php
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Table 5.1: Transactional Data

Data Captured Data Type Reason

Recommendation
ID

Int Touniquely identify each recommenda-
tion

Subject user Object To identify the user, receiving recom-
mendations

Recommended
time

time stamp To figure out the time which the subject
user received a recommendation

Clicked user Object To find out which user was clicked dur-
ing the recommendation

Clicked time time stamp To find out what time was the clicked
user clicked.

�e recommendation ID in Table 5.1 represents the recommendations that have been

offered to a target user. �e subject user is the target user that is receiving recommenda-

tions and the clicked user is the user that was clicked by the subject user. When a target

user logs in, he/she is recommended a friend, if the user clicks the recommended user,

the recommended user becomes the clicked user. �e recommended time is the time

when the recommendation was made and the clicked time is the time when the clicked

user was clicked.

Online Evaluation Experiment: �e advantage of online evaluation, is that you are

dealing with real users. �is approach is less susceptible to bias during the user sam-

pling process [Agg16]. From this background, online evaluation was applied as the sole

approach to assess the performance of the HUC algorithm. �e interaction of the users

with the algorithm was recorded. �e live process can be viewed here. �is dataset has

the recent and old recorded transactions. �e online evaluation involve metrics such as:

precision, coverage, diversity, novelty and serendipity.

5.4 Results andDiscussion

Figure 20 shows my homepage just after logging in. �e algorithm gave recommenda-

tions before I even made friends on the platform, showing how it solved the cold start

problem although that was not one of the major objective of the research project, since

recommendationswere derived from theuser’s profile. Previous researchhas shown that

http://sixpence.co.zw/kavu/statistics.php
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the cold-start problem was a serious problem in RS for sometime. �e HUC algorithm

is generic and in this case it was tested on a social site, therefore recommended user-

s/friends were treated as items. If a new user(a user who has no interactive history) lo-

gin, that user will receive recommendations of users with similar contextual profile and

friends of users with same contextual profile. If a user who has some history login, the

userwill receive recommendations of users in the same context, friends of userswith the

same context and friends of people within the same context whomhave common friends

with the logged in user.

When the target/logged in user clicks one of the recommended friends, the algorithm

computes again new novel recommendations. User interactions were captured and ex-

ported as csv dataset for analysis, python libraries were used for analysis and visualiza-

tion. From the data gathered for analysis, (theuser) is the one that received recommen-

dations and clicked (the user which was clicked by the theUser). From the dataset more

than a thousand recommendations where generated and the first 700 recommendations

generated a lot of responses from the users. 1115 recommendations were offered to 250

users, which entails that therewere 250 active users on the platform, and these 250 active

users received recommendations at least once from the algorithm.

Figure 21 shows the record of the number of active users and the time periodswhich they

Figure 20: A snippet of recommendations made when a user logs in

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Icw-Bzy643vCxLLV55rNByx38RzFJlbLPYEeYeJWHrw/edit
https://github.com/kavuur/recommender/blob/master/Journal-Article-Kavu.ipynb
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responded to recommendations. Some records show that one active user responds to

more than one recommendations, meaning that when the user logged in different times

he/she selected/picked recommendations displaying the dynamism that was exhibited

by the algorithm. �e graph demonstrates that there was much activity in the morning

as compared to other time sessions, thismight because people normally go on socialme-

dia before and after the busy day.

Time sessions were encoded as 0.0-1.0(midnight), 1.0-2.0(afternoon), 2.0-3.0(evening)

Figure 21:�e relationship between subject users and recommendation time

and 3.0-4.0(morning) as shown in Figure 22. A lot of activity happened in themorning as

compared to all other times. Figure 22also shows that thefirst 100 targetusers responded

a lot to their recommendations. �is demonstrates that the algorithm was not affected

by the cold start problem(which is a failure to draw any inferences for new users due to

insufficient information of those users) since the first users who created accounts on the

social network were recommended to each other and these recommendations where of

interest to them. �euser profiles of the userswhichwere used in this experimentwhere

not availed for analysis due to privacy policy of the social network.

Table 5.2 shows the first 20 records of user transactions, the-user column is a unique

identification of active users which received recommendations. �e column clicked rep-
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Figure 22:�e relationship of subject user,clicked user and time

Table 5.2: A Snippet of recorded transactions.

DateRecommended DateClicked TimeRecommended Session �eUser Clicked

2018-04-20 07:57:00 2018-04-20 07:57:00 7:57:0 Morning 0 0.0
2018-04-20 09:05:00 2018-04-20 09:05:00 9:5:0 Morning 0 0.0
2018-04-20 09:14:00 2018-04-20 09:15:00 9:14:0 Morning 0 1.0
2018-04-22 11:42:00 2018-04-22 11:42:00 11:42:0 Morning 1 5.0
2018-04-22 11:42:00 2018-04-22 11:42:00 11:42:0 morning 1 6.0
2018-04-23 08:17:00 2018-04-23 08:17:00 8:17:0 morning 2 7.0
2018-04-23 11:16:00 2018-04-23 11:17:00 11:16:0 morning 3 8.0
2018-04-23 14:29:00 2018-04-23 14:30:00 14:29:0 afternoon 5 9.0
2018-04-24 13:20:00 2018-04-24 13:20:00 13:20:0 afternoon 6 11.0
2018-04-23 17:13:00 2018-04-23 17:13:00 17:13:0 afternoon 1 11.0
2018-04-24 14:07:00 2018-04-24 14:08:00 14:7:0 afternoon 1 3

resents the users which were clicked by the-user, and ID numbers for the-user is dif-

ferent from clicked. If we look at the-user(1), we can see that the user is quite active,

the-userID1 clicked clickedIDs 6,11,and 3 at different times, that is (11:42,17:13,14:08) re-

spectively. �ese user’s where clicked at different dates and time, which shows that the

algorithm was a bit dynamic and changes its recommendations with the time, and the

user preferred the recommendations.

TruePositive (tp): refers to the recommendeduserswhich the target user clicked. False

Positive (fp): refers to the recommended users which the target user did not click.
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5.4.1 Precision

Since users log in sessions, it is important to figure out if unique recommendations per

session would give valuable information. Suppose that each session took 10minutes be-

fore a user log out. �e total number of recommendations generated per session by the

algorithm on the recorded transactions were 646. From the 646 recommendations per

session, 77 active profiles responded to the recommendations per each unique session.

�erefore the accuracy rate or precision is given below:

tp

tp+ fp
∗ 100 = (77/(646)) ∗ 100 = 11.920% (5.1)

5.4.2 Diversity

Diversity refers to the uniqueness of the recommended items. From the 646 generated

unique sessional recommendations, 251 of the 646whereunique recommendations(users

which were never been recommended before). Which means the diversity rate of the al-

gorithm was (251/646)*100= 38.9 %. �is then shows many of the registered users where

not active on the platform, therefore the algorithmwas left with no option but to recom-

mend the remaining active users which were not that unique.

5.4.3 Coverage

Coverage looks at the total number of items in the database and out of the total, how

many were considered during recommendations. From the time when the transactions

where recorded the social network had 1486 users and out of these 1115 where picked for

recommendations. �erefore coverage rate becomes:

no− users− involved

total− users
= (1115/1486) ∗ 100 = 75.03% (5.2)

5.4.4 Novelty

Novelty determines how unknown or unpopular is a recommended item to the target

user [Zha13]. �at is, given L ⊆IR , where IR is the recommended list , L is the set of

items in IR that the user(u) likes, L can be partitioned as L=Lk ∪Lu into those items,Lk is

already known items to the user and Lu is unknown items to the user. In this case a user
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(item)was considered unknown if the userwas never recommended to the logged in user

before. �en the novelty per user is :

Novelty(R) =
|Lu|

|L|
(5.3)

Where R is the set of all active users who received recommendations�e average novelty

of the algorithm is :

∑
u∈R

(|Lu|/|L|)/|R| = 0.85561x100 = 85.561% (5.4)

�isshowsthat thenoveltyof thealgorithmwasquitehigh, fromthetransactionswhich

were recorded

5.4.5 Timely Serendipity

Arecommendation is serendipitous if it isnovel andrelevant(SaúlVargasSandoval, 2016).

Serendipity looks at how surprising the successful or relevant recommendations are.

Given that:

1. Average number of recommendations: R at time t1 and time t2

2. Average number of obvious(known) items on time t1 and t2: q

3. Number of non-obvious items on time t1 and t2 = R-q

Suseri :

count=0.0

∀i in [R− q]

if[R-q] are useful(if clicked) at t1 and t2

count = count+ 1

Suseri = count/|totalRecommendations|

AverageSerendipity =

ni∑
(Suseri/|totalrecommendations|)x100 = 84.395% (5.5)
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�eaverage serendipity in percentagewas 84.395 %

Before the HUC algorithm was integrated on Unipals, the social site had 20 users in

May 2018, but when this algorithmwas integrated the number increased sharply to 1486

from May to July 2018, now it has 1929 and it is still growing. Users’ familiarity with a

prospective friend was tracked from users’ history, if a user has been recommended a

friend before that friend is labeled familiar and this was done implicitly. However we did

not consider other ways which the user might have been familiar with the friend outside

the social site.

5.5 Comparison to RelatedWork

CARS works with different structure of data and therefore makes it difficult to perform

offline comparisons with different algorithms. In this research project we took the path

of online evaluation and therefore we compared the HUC algorithmwith some of the RS

and CARS algorithms that have been designed before. It seemsmany researchers are re-

luctant to give numeric performance of their algorithms especially in terms of novelty

and serendipity. We found that the algorithm was quite comparable with existing algo-

rithms, surprisingly the algorithms which were not CARS performed very well as com-

pared with published metrics for some existing CARS. We found that for novelty algo-

rithms designed by [Var15] had an average of 75.48%, [Zha13] and [HZ11] had an average

of 77%, [Var16] had an average of 77%, [AT08] which is CARS had average novelty of 73%.

HUC algorithm proved to be quite novel with an average novelty of 84%.

In termsof serendipity [Lu+15]’s algorithmhadaverage serendipity of 28.67%, [Zha+15]

had an average of 73%, [KB11] had an average serendipity 83% and [Zha+18] 69%. �eHUC

had an average of 84%, therefore it was quite comparable with the state of the art. �e al-

gorithm recommendations was also changing with time sessions, meaning it was quite

dynamic in it’s recommendation strategy. �e accuracy rate was very low, since there

seems tobe a trade-off between serendipity andaccuracy [KB11]. �ehypothesiswas sup-

ported that, if an RS incorporates comprehensive user-contextual parameters, mainly in

http://www.unipals.co.zw
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the form of social, cultural, psychological and economic profile, there is a greater chance

of offering dynamic, novel and serendipitous recommendations.

�is chapter demonstrated an experiment thatwas performed to prove the application

of the theoretical contributions in chapter four. �e chapter shows how the theoretical

contributions contributed to a holistic context-aware recommender algorithm, the de-

ployment of the algorithm on a social site and its evaluation. �e algorithm proved to

be quite novel and serendipitous, given that the average novelty and serendipity to each

user was ranging at 84%. �e diversity of the algorithm was a bit low with an average of

38% due to the number of active users on the platform, since the algorithm only consider

active users to generate neighbourhood. �e social site was not performing well on poor

mobile networks, and this resulted in users visiting the platform only when using public

networks orWIFI, this reduced the number of active users and affected the performance

of the algorithm to a certain extent. However the coverage rate of the algorithm was at

an average of 75% and this entails that the number of available users were mostly con-

sidered when constructing recommendations. Finally the algorithm demonstrated that

given timely detailed profile of users(social, cultural, psychological and economic con-

text) a CARS algorithm can offer dynamic, novel and serendipitous recommendations.

5.6 Summary

We have seen from literature that existing context-aware recommendation algorithm-

s/systems lack a full understanding of the user in so much that they are inadequately

capable of coping up with the dynamics of the user preferences. However existing work

again points to the importance of user-context when estimating preferences. It has been

proved from existing work as shown in this thesis that considering user contexts when

offering recommendations improve significantly the quality, novelty and serendipity of

the recommendations given. �erefore this research project explored the characterisa-

tion of the user context and found that the social, cultural, psychological and economic

user-context is the best source of user-contextwhich canbeused to estimate preferences.

An algorithmwas implemented to test the impact of this theory and it shows a significant
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improvement on dynamism, novelty and serendipity of recommendations given. �e al-

gorithm was evaluated using online evaluation methods so that we can be able to judge

the novelty and the serendipity of the algorithm, and it performed better as compared

with existing context-aware recommender algorithms.



CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Directions

�is chapter provides a discussion of the overall research objectives and how they were

fulfilled, and also a highlight of major contributions and future research directions. �e

contributions are also compared with those found in the literature. During the research

project somegapswerediscoveredand thesearegivenas researchdirections for researchers.

6.1 Assessment of�esis Objectives

Chapter one highlighted the research objectives as 1) Establish the inadequacies in RS

evaluation methods and user contexts, 2) Investigate and develop the theory of user-

contextual parameters inCARS, 3)Determinebest user-contextual parameterswhich can

be incorporated in CARS, 4) Use comprehensive set of user-contextual parameters to es-

timate user preferences and generate recommendations and 5) Evaluate how themethod

in (4) performs with respect to dynamism, novelty and serendipity.

6.1.1 Objective 1: Establish the inadequacies in RS evaluationmethods
and user contexts

On the first objective we came up with a conceptual evaluation framework(UEC). �at

framework was used to explore and assess existing evaluation methods. We found that

somemajor improvements in the present state of the art needs to be done to satisfy users

when interacting with recommender systems, as it is shown that prediction accuracy is

not themajor objective but also user satisfaction [KR12], [Kni+12], [Lei14]. Recommender

systems need to help users make better decisions, algorithms should serve the needs of

users even at the expense of accuracy and precision [Cre+12], [Lei14], [Kav+16]. Other

96
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evaluationmetrics such as site utility need a closer look since eliciting user perception of

utility is a very difficult task because it is more psychological than computational [SG11].

�e reasonwhy a user buys depends not only onwhat is presented on a recommendation

list but on issues like income and the purpose of the object to be bought [SMG09].

6.1.2 Objective 2: Investigate and develop the theory of
user-contextual parameters in CARS

Under this objective the theory of user preferences and user context was extensively in-

vestigated and discussed. Some work in CARS showed that some contextual parameters

like time and location has already been implemented in some CARS.However we discov-

ered thatmost of the contextual parameters used do not fully represent a user or define a

user fully. �erefore we came up with a framework (SCuPE) which define a comprehen-

sive set of user-contextual parameters which can represent the context of the user. �e

SCuPE framework representparameterswhich canbe classified into social, cultural, psy-

chological and economic classes. �e SCuPE framework was used to derive recommen-

dations for users.

6.1.3 Objective 3 : Determine best user-contextual parameters which
can be incorporated in CARS

On this objective, an approach to characterise user-contexts was used in a bid to find out

the optimal set of user-contexts which can be employed by recommendation algorithms

to estimate user preferences. An apriori algorithm was employed to find out dominant

contexts from two data sets of user-contextual profiles with associated likes. Rules were

generated and contextswhichwere found in ruleswith associated high support ratio and

confidence values were extracted. An analysis was done on the rules generated to draw

graphs which show the relationship between extracted contexts against support ratios

and confidence values. From the analysis done among all 21 user-contextual parameters,

Hobbies, Mood, Family setup, Religion and Gender were found to be themost dominant

user-contextual parameters. �ese contextual parameters can be incorporated in rec-

ommender systems that offer services in areas like social networks, music, travel and

tourism, e-commerce, movies and food services.
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Tables 4.8 and 4.7 shows a summary of the user-contextual parameters which were

found in this research compared to the literature. �e purpose of the table is to demon-

strate how the dominant contextual parameters found in this research compare with

those in literature. In other terms, we wanted to find out if the parameters found during

this research were used in the literature and howmany papers mentioned or used them.

As shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.7, user location, companions/friends and time were the

mostusedcontextualparameters in literature. However fromthis researchuser-contextual

parameters which include hobbies, mood, family setup, religion and gender were found

to be the most dominant or best user-contextual parameters. �ere was no paper that

was found during the literature review that used religion as a contextual parameter to

predict user tastes. However, this research found that religion is one of the key contex-

tual parameters that can estimate or predict people’s tastes. �is research used data sets

with a maximum of 306 users and it might be possible that having a data set of billion

usersmay yield different results. However the researchers believe that thismethod is the

best to determine valuable user-contextual parameters that can be used by CARS devel-

opers even with a data set of billion users. �e implementation of a context-aware rec-

ommender algorithm using only these 5 contextual parameters was reserved for future

work. In summary, the results presented in this section show that rules which include

user mood, hobbies, gender, family setup and religion always had a confidence of 1.0,

meaning that the frequent sets of those contexts were always found having the same in-

terests. �erefore, this research brings about a very important concept that can be used

by developers to pick the best user contexts which bring value to RS. �ese contextual

parameters can be incorporated in RS that offer services in areas like (social networks,

music, travel and tourism, e-commerce, movies and food services).

6.1.4 Objective 4: Use comprehensive set of user-contextual
parameters to estimate user preferences and generate
recommendations

An approach that make use of comprehensive user-contextual parameters was investi-

gated to tackle three issues 1) to cope to evolving user preferences, 2) user-focused rec-
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ommendations and 3) novelty and serendipity in recommendations. �e significance of

the approach was evaluated in a Holistic User-Context aware algorithm. �e algorithm

takes a hybrid approach of collecting comprehensive user-contextual parameters (which

can be accessed from social media) then use a collaborative filtering approach to gener-

ate recommendations. �e algorithmwas integratedwith a social network for Zimbabwe

university students Unipals for evaluation. �e comprehensive user-contextual parame-

tersmainly include the social, cultural, economic andpsychological context of a user. �e

algorithm had a time complexity of O(n2), where n refers to the number of user profiles

considered for neighbourhood computation.

6.1.5 Objective 5: Evaluate how themethod in objective (4) performs
with respect to dynamism, novelty and serendipity

From the algorithm evaluation, the algorithmdemonstrated a reasonable level of novelty

and serendipity, since the average novelty and serendipity per each profile was 84%. �e

novelty of state of the art algorithms were as follows, [Var15] had an average of 75.48%,

[Zha13] and [HZ11] had an average of 77%, [Var16] had an average of 77%, [AT08] which

is CARS had average novelty of 73%. �e serendipity of state of the art algorithms were

as follows, [Lu+15]’s algorithm had average serendipity of 28.67%, [Zha+15] had an av-

erage of 73%, [KB11] had an average serendipity 83% and [Zha+18] 69%. �e algorithm

only considers active users to generate neighbourhoods basedonuser profiles. �ediver-

sity of 38% was comparable to Hurley and Zhang [HZ11], [Zha+11], which had a diversity

range of 38–44%; and Zanitti et al [ZKS18] which ranges from 25–52%. �e regular users

of Unipals mainly visit the platform when using public hotspots or and WIFI, which af-

fected the overall number of active users. �e coverage rate of the algorithmwas 75%, and

thismeans that all available active usersweremostly consideredwhen recommendations

were computed. Finally, the research gave a lot of insights about the significance of con-

sidering comprehensive user contexts in CARS, since this will make RS realize dynamic,

relevant and novel recommendations.

�e results were quite promising for a social platform and due to lack of availability of

working platforms in other domains the algorithm was only tested on a social network.

http://www.unipals.co.zw/
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Table 6.1: Published Contributions

Contribution Paper(s)

UEC Framework for Evalua-
tion

"A Characterisation and Framework for User-
Centric Factors in Evaluation Methods for Rec-
ommender Systems". Published in: Interna-
tional Journal of ICT Research in Africa and the
Middle East 6.1 (2016)

SCuPE Framework for User
Contextual Modelling

"A Novel, Serendipitous and Dynamic User-
Centric Recommender Algorithm". Published
in: EAI International Conference for Re-
search, Innovation and Development for
Africa(2018),"Holistic User ContextAware
Recommender Algorithm". Published in:
Mathematical Problems in Engineering (2019).

HUC Algorithm "Holistic User ContextAware Recommender Al-
gorithm". Published in: Mathematical Problems
in Engineering (2019)

Optimal set of Contextual Pa-
rameters

"Characterisation of User-Contexts for Context-
Aware Recommendation Systems(2020)". Sub-
mitted at : User Modeling and User-Adapted In-
teraction Springer Journal

We reserve the deployment of the algorithm in other domains for future work.

6.2 Review of Contributions

Table 6.1 highlight published papers which came from the contributions made in this

thesis. �e contributions are explained in the following sections.

6.2.1 UEC Framework for Evaluating RS EvaluationMethods

Many RS evaluationmethods have been discussed in literature [Lei14], [Lu+12], [Kni+12],

[KDR19], [Cre+12], [KR12]. However, in this research project we identified that critical

factors about user satisfaction(user-centric factors) were not rigorously evaluated and

these factors include user-decisionmaking processes, user experience and user interac-

tions and this impliedweak RS [WN12], [BS12], [KR12], [Cre+12]. An investigation focus-

ing on the user-centric evaluation methods was carried out in this research project. �e

investigation shew some challenges when evaluating user satisfaction [JWK14], [Var15],

[Hid+16], [Tin16]. �is gave the researcher the basis to characterize user-centric evalu-

ation factors and then propose a User-centric Evaluation Conceptual(UEC) framework

https://link.springer.com/journal/11257
https://link.springer.com/journal/11257
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which act as a diagnosing tool to show the detailed missing factors in user-centric eval-

uationmethods. An integrative review approach was used to formulate both the charac-

terization and the conceptual framework for investigation. �e results showed theneces-

sity to create a comprehensive evaluation framework that looks into both system-centric

and user-centric evaluation concepts and to bring computational means in user-centric

evaluation methods. �e investigation concluded that RS evaluation was missing some

important user-centric concepts or factors such as: user interaction, user experience and

user decisions making processes. An analysis of these factors during RS evaluation has

the capacity of bringing a different type of RS that enhance user experience and increase

revenue in the long run.

6.2.2 SCuPE Framework for User ContextualModelling

Oneof the contributions thatwasmade in this research projectwas classification of user-

contextual parameters into four classes: social, cultural, psychological and economic.

All the contextual parameters can be characterised as SCuPE Framework. SCuPE is an

acronym for social, cultural, psychological and economic user contexts. A person’s so-

cial profile tells a story about him/her [ERR16]. Social profile data can be found on social

networks, and researchers can tap these sources and manipulate them to test different

theories. A user can watch a movie because he/she is going to watch it with a friend who

also likes that samemovie, since users ask their friend’s suggestions on items likemovies

or restaurants [Agg16], [Eir+18]. �ere is a thin line between social and cultural user pro-

files. Cultural contextswere derived fromaspects of life such as dressing, forms of enter-

tainment, food, lifestyle, places to live, occupation, etc. So, given a user’s cultural profile,

an algorithm can predict tastes and preferences.

Users’ psychological statuswhich incorporatemood is very important to considerwhen

recommending items [Kap+15], [KWV16]. When a user is celebrating a birthday or wed-

dinghe/she is likely tobe ina certainmood, theusermightbe interested in cakes etc. If an

algorithm takes this context in consideration it is likely to offer novel and serendipitous

recommendations to the user [KWV16]. �e economic status of users is also very crucial

when recommending items, rich celebrities tend to like certain items, best resorts places,
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parties etc. When users are in the same context that is social, cultural, psychological and

economic context, we found out that those users have a high chance of having the same

preferences. Part of the future work is to determine among the four classes the class that

best estimates a user’s tastes or preferences.

6.2.3 Optimal set of User Contextual Parameters in CARS

CARS enhance the quality of recommendations by making use of context data that de-

fine or tell a story about a user [AT08], [Lit+17], [APO18]. Research in RS has recently

turned attention to CARS for solutions because of their capacity to create more accurate

and relevant recommendations [APO18], [Agh18], [Sun+16], [CSS15]. CARS has created

many advantages in RS, even if users have a limited number of initial ratings, personal-

ized recommendations are realised [RAL16], [BAC17].

Generally, if an RS is based on a single context, it might suffer from the data-sparsity

problem when there are no or few users who are in the same context [NT14], [Ung+16].

�e presently incorporated contexts have not been investigated if they improve the pre-

diction capacity of the CARS. In this research a characterisation was done with the in-

tention of determining user-contextual parameters which bring value to recommenda-

tions. An apriori algorithmwas employed to find out dominant contexts from a data sets

of user-contextual parameters with associated likes. Rules were generated and contexts

whichwere found in rules with associated high support ratio and confidence values were

extracted. A data science approach was used to analyse the data sets and draw graphs

which show the relationship between extracted contexts against support ratio and confi-

dence values. From the analysis done among all 21 user-contextual parameters (Hobbies,

Mood, Family Setup, Religion and Gender) were found to be the most dominant user-

contextual parameters. �ese contextual parameters can be incorporated in RSs that of-

fer services in areas like (social networks,music, travel and tourism, e-commerce,movies

and food services).

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1s6naheS5pbHH-b-09HjXky0gLR0dP3W3#scrollTo=YjG0GhvnJiso
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6.2.4 HUCAlgorithm for Adaptive User-centric Recommendations

�e main principle behind the modelling approach was that users with the same set of

user-contextual parameters have the same taste. �e similarity of profiles was computed

by the Jaccard similarity function. �emain contribution was a recommender algorithm

whichused thecontextualmodellingapproach inCARSto incorporate characteriseduser-

contextualparameters. At theend this contributed toenhanceddynamic, novel andserendip-

itous recommendations. During the experimental evaluation it was also confirmed that

there is a trade-off between serendipity and accuracy rate [KB11].

6.3 Future ResearchDirections

�is thesis advances research in CARS specifically in assessing RS and incorporation of

comprehensive or holistic user-contextual parameters in CARS. During the process of

working on these contributions, some researchdirectionswere also foundwhich can fur-

ther enlighten RS researchers, stakeholders and developers.

6.3.1 Holistic Evaluation for CARS

Different methods of evaluating CARS has been applied and investigated however there

is a lack of standardization in the evaluation of RS especially CARS. Somemethods work

better on offline evaluation somedo betterwith online evaluation. Some are user-centric

and some are system-centric, there is a need to have a holistic evaluation standard or

framework that can be used to evaluate all types of CARS.�is framework should be able

to cater for online and offline evaluation. On the same note, there is a serious lack of

standardised offline evaluation data sets in CARS. A researcher can come upwith a CARS

which incorporate different types of contextual parameters but the data sets available

do not provide the required features to evaluate the provided algorithm. �erefore this

creates a speculation environment whereby the algorithm gets a credit which it does not

deserve because there is no standard procedure for evaluating algorithms in CARS. �e

evaluation standard thatwe recommend should have both theoretical and computational

means to evaluate CARS looking at all evaluation metrics.
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6.3.2 Valuable user-contextual parameters incorporation in CARS

Research thatwas carriedout in thisproject found thatuser-contextualparameters[Hobbies,

Mood, Family setup, Religion and Gender] were the best parameters to estimate user

tastes. Developers candevelopalgorithms that incorporate theseuser-contextual param-

eters. However one of the findings in this research was that, user-contextual parameters

are found in four contexts which are; social, cultural, psychological and economic con-

texts. Meaning that the best user-contextual parameters are found in these four contexts.

Research needs to be done to find out among these four classes which one can better es-

timate user preferences in services like (social networks, music, travel and tourism, e-

commerce, movies and food services). �is can help developers to optimise the effective-

ness of recommender algorithms in different domains.

6.3.3 Commercialization of an Application Programming
Interface(API)

In terms of commercialization, one of the future work is developing an API that imple-

ment the HUC algorithm. Businesses which run on web or mobile platforms can inte-

gratewith theAPI, so that theyget recommendation services at a fee. �eAPIwill get data

for recommendations from the platform which it gives services to and the engine com-

putes recommendations and give an output of recommendations to the platform, then

the platform will display recommendations to its clientele. User activities on the plat-

formwould always be fed to the HUC algorithm through the API.�is is done so that the

algorithm will work with recent user actions and will compute recommendations based

on fresh and relevant user preferences.

6.4 Summary

�is thesis demonstrate a piece of work that solve current problems in recommendation

systems. �ere have been problems in online businesses on how the integrated recom-

mendation systems can continue recommending timely, relevant and novel recommen-

dations, since research proved that recommendations increase online business by 35%.

�is research project was implemented to solve these recurrent problems. Firstly a thor-

ough investigation was done by designing and applying a User-centric Evaluation Con-
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ceptual (UEC) framework, in a bid to understand the depth of the problems. During the

investigation some pertinent issues to do with the surroundings or the context of the

user arises. �en the research took the direction of investigating the theory of user pref-

erences and user contexts, the SCuPE framework was then created as a result of the in-

vestigation. It was imperative that the research project need to come up with a method

to generate recommendations based on the comprehensive set of user-contextual pa-

rameters defined by the SCuPE framework. �e HUC algorithm was then designed and

deployed on a social network, it was evaluated to judge if it solve the problems. �e fi-

nal result showed and proved that themethod employed in the HUC algorithm, improve

significantly the situation in context-aware recommendation systems(CARS). If it is im-

plemented in many deployed recommendation algorithms the recurrent problems can

be significantly reduced. �e thesis also demonstrates how the research objectives were

fulfilled, it goes on to show some of the future research directions that can be taken by

other researchers. �e final conclusion is that all the intended tasks to solve the research

problem were done, the limitations of the contributions were discussed. �e research

community can take and use this work as a valuable piece of knowledge in the body of

knowledge in recommendation systems.
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